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fOR T,,"!E 5T ATE OFMONTANA

1ltrobudrol1
'. A comparison of the 1889 and 1972 constitutions shows that they Natural Resources
heard. numerous witnesses by tele- pene.d after the fact. Because _the .1889 Constitution requires a rereflect the ages in which they were written. Like an old house be- phone during radio broadcasts of hearings.
corded vote only on the final reading of a bill, the historical record
decked with scroll work and bric-a-brac the 1889 Constitution is full
After approximately a
of deliberation the committees is very incomplete. Also, the record-frequently fails to reveal how
of details. But they were intended to be more than ornaments. The reported to the full convel1tionin-the.form of writtenreports..These representatives stand on various issues since they can take one
on.the defegates' deskS, for forty-eight
be- stand in the security of the committee room while taking' a comdetails were designed to force us to be thrifty and honest. Clearly, reports.had
detailed· restrictions on such matters as taxation and debt limita- fore they could be debated by the Convention as a whole. The re- pletely different position 'publicly by "voting for the record" on the
tions have not prevented anexpansiQn of government,and we have ports included proposed constituti9nallanguage on the topics as- third reading of a bill.
examples, in our history, which demonstrate that constitutional signed the committees. In arriving' at: their- }.anguage committees
By contrast the 1972.Constitution is intended to open legislative
commandments will not successfully force men into honesty they incorporated ideas. and wording fr01'D various sources. In, the .proc- behavior to scrutiny. ,In the first place, single member districts will
are bent on being dishonest. While these same details have not
ess they either retained, the language of the 1889 Constitution, re- make it much easier for the citizen' to watch ,how his representative
ways
their intended· purposes, they have sometimes had wrote it, discarded it,or wrote completely. new language.
is
will al$o
citizens as
In any case, all proposals (most committee reports also "includ- .well as
to identify: and study the issues. Since
the. unintended effect of hamstringing effective state government.
·body for two. years,bills will
Montana's voters, demonstrated their recognition 'of the outdated ed minority proposals) were accompanied by 'a section-by:section the legislature
conditioI) of our 1889 Constitution in November, 1970 when
to explain what the committee (or the minority) was remain alive by being carried oyer-from tl¢,firstto the second ses- '
gave such a wide. margin of endorsement to the calling of a Constitu- trying to do with its proposal and why. The reports also included a sion and cannot be so readily given a quiet burial in committee.
tiopal
complete record of hoW each,member voted in committee on each FiDally, ,the 1972 Constitution would' eliminate "voting for the
Like a m9dern house, the 1972 Constitution is lacking, many of question so that the Convention could know how the committee's cord" by requiring-Iegislators to reveal their 'position by public
the. details of the old one. It is much short.er" fewer than 12;000 membership linedup o.n every sectionof its report.
votes at all the stages which_move a bill along the legislative
words as compared to 28,000. Ris also more compact 'and more
In no instance did the convention rubber stamp a committee ess.
.
clearly organized, while in the old one subjects :are sometimes scat- report. The convention as, a,whole read and debated each commitIn its quest for' op.enness. the', Constitutio:nal Convention has
teredand difficult to find. For example, the governor's veto powers tee report section by
As)t went through each section, the tried to throw light upon morethan'justthe legislative'process. Two
appears in four different parts of the1889 Constitution, but the 1972 convention accepted, rejected,()r adopted it as revised.or
,new items in ArticleII,the Declaration of Rights, are intended to
Constitution fullydescpbes it in one section. .
on the floor. A,S the conventioncompleted·debating and
provide citizens with information on how the administrative machiOf course there may'be some citizens who will insist that the committee reports,-theywere sent. on to the Committee on Style, neryof govemmentis running. These items; sections 8 and 9, are1972· documemt proposes too many
that the Constitutional Drafting' and Transition. This committee went over :tpe, reports theright.of.the citizen to
in the operation of government
a,nd the citizen's right to:know'how itis
It is the intent of
Convention has· asked the citizens of Montana to place too much word for word to make the Ia:nguageclearer and shorter and
trust in the judgment of themselves and their legislators. On the ent with other parts of the Constitution.
, . these twc).jtems toopen the day-to-day operation of governmentto
other hand, there are, those who think the conveIitiondid,not go far
The Style Committee' returned each report back.to, the full
public view. Whe.therthey will achieve this end is not·
enough in proposing changes. Duringthe Constitutional Convention vention in such a form that each delegate. could see what changes cause just bow they will be applied.in practice cannot beforeseen at
some
were sharply critical of delegates for' being too the committee had made inthe wording. The convention ·as a whole this point. Some newspapers have,expressed concern' that the lanmightactlmlly be used to cut off
conservative and ,too unwilling to entertain changes. Others were again went througlieachreport section by section for. acceptance or guage-in the right-to-know
critical of the. Convention's putting .statutory' details into the
revision of the Style
alterations. ,Each;:teport then ,Information by. diminishing the 'effectof the.present open meeting
.
. .
,went back again to theStyleCornmittee .for in,corporation of any -law. Whether the procedures citizens ,and 'public' officials and emment. . .
.That the 1972 Constitution should be caught in _a crossfire of further changes made on the .floor. When this was dont;, the Style ployees evolve under these new rights follow the intent will largely
depend uponttle vigilance of press and public. No language,no matcharges of "too much" and "too little" is understandable because it Committee. made a final report to
is the product of compromise,.
,only way. decisions could be teereporL.The. convention
each report 'by section and passed ,ter how carefully draWiI, can ,be a subs.titute for viw.lance.
reached .onnumerous questio IlS .: The, decisions were made by a each one by a roll call v o t e . .
'. ,
The 1972
flexibility. It'acllieves thisby
,bodY,which was truly represen(:ative of: Montana's citizenry. A
After ,the . convention·.had completed., consideration of all
leaving many, ma t1:ers', to future legislative determination.. Some may
er for the Los
called the delegates an "unusual mix ports" it again 'turned them oyer to
Style:.,Committee which in- regard the prospect of reliance on the legislature·with feat. The fact
of people." Included among ·them· were business men, farmers, corporated, all tli.e individually"approved' pieces into one complete of the matter is that ultimately there is no alternative..Also,such
reliance is both necessary and democratic. .It is necessary becallSe
lawyers, ranchers, school teachers" clergymen, housewives, and civ- and cOI)Sistent ciocUIpent. rhe convention Jhen accepted the
ic workers. They ranged in age from 24 to 73, with a clear majority pleted document-on a roll callvote.
constitutional language cannot be made to prOVide for all the
(60) I'n thel'r 40's and 50's . SI'nce the electorate chose
C.omplicated as .this .process
not.' easy, seeneventualities ofthe future. Conse,quently,constitiltional.. deta.Hs.•. ·.
of the delegates
.
. .was,'decisi.on-makingwas
..
. '.'
the
delegates "
from the
same districts
as 'will
be used ' for election
of as was, indicated by the fact.· that ,the convention
reconsi.dered its 0 ften d0 not 'work as
' , intended. 'On ·thecontrary,
''''''
"
. .
, . '.
.
..,
. "
. . . .
tshenetHedoaUSllepa'"rtsfR.OefPthreseesnttaattei.veS' in November, 1.972, they als,? repre- decisions on some issues. For'exampl.e,theconventionchanged
hamperg.oodgovern.m..ent and res.ultin cqs. litigGltio.n., •. ,',
.'".
. .
mind severa.! times on the. ,question :.ofthe siZe of the ,legislature,
. . .
..
.' .
"
.
.
The convention arrived at its decisions through an orderly and Unwilling to leave this to future legislative determination, the con:IteliaiJ.ceOR the legislatu,reis alSo
of
studied process. Although procedures of alegislature and the Con- vention had trouble making up itsoWn
This is hardly
our democratic system. The legislative: halls provide the piimary
vention are not exactl comp ble· 'leoi 1 f t
th Ii I ing since Montanans recocmize the. imp".rt.:;tnce of the issue,
arena where the political deSires and needs of citizens,are reflected,
. . .
y
ara, !nb-'salve erms. e na
....
...
O.fcourseneedsanddesiresw:il.lbeconflictingones. ,b.utitisinour
lanm'age survived the equivalent of five readings of a bill Initially ly those in rural
who fear that, too great a ,reduction in size will.
. .
.
..
. .
.
.
.
.. .
..•
.
...
. .
leoislatures
that. conflicts ar.e resolved by the
kind of verbal
the work'was
done'by
ten
substantive comnn·ttees. Presl'd'ent
Gray leave them. with
very
inadequate representation.
.
b-'..
. . .
.
.'
'
.
.
'
.
...
'
.
.
.
.
...
hand
combat
which
is
our
American
substitute
for.
violence.
Hopebill .,referred
articles
all
Differe.nces of opinion over.
. what. was stat.utory.,an.d
was
.
',". - ',' "the·delegate
, 'of
" the
' 1889·Constitution·
' ' ' , andcommittees
. ' citizen fundamental.lavi, ... what
the leoislature
- rathe.r
than tlIe illili!orys-afeto,,' the appropriate
was a factor, 1"n some '-reconsiderations.
Novelty fully, dependence
.on.
. t:>"
..
...•
k
Ii .
for study.':.-Most oithe committees had the, benefit of one or more was also a cause"of some indecision. Such was the case with the ty of detailed constitutional language -.will help to rna e our po tJresearch
secured for
for it by the proposal that the state finance the
of judges as cal system more issue oriented, and perhaps it ,will also tend to faConstitution tonvenpon.Commission anQ.its.$tafL Each committee a means of avoiding the possibility of a judge .having to decide a
the,spotligllt on the places where the decisions are Il13:de which
also
resea-rch analYS,tand one or Dl(}!"ecollege interns to assist. ,involving someonewholIadcontributed to his. campaign: The
vitally affect the pUblic welfare..
. .'
it
of informa- vention rejected theJdea, accepted it in a modified form,
then
If the 1972 Constitution is adopted, the legislature will occupy a:
tion.·:/.:,;..
"
.•::'. ': :',:'
rejected it completely. Some delegates felt the proposal had
position of front and center on our political. stage. ,Probably Dlost,:'
At
was open to the tial merit-; but because it was untriedelsewhere, they rejected it on delegates would agree that of all the changes they,are offering the,
. public and, the.-preSs:'
to reading reports and comparing the grounds that they could not foresee how it would actually work.
people those in the legislative article are of paramount importance.
Since' the proposed co.nstitution was derived from aprocess that These reforms are the hub of all the other changes in the 1972 ConMontana's constitution with recently adopted ones in other states _
,
",
, "heard
, ' , 'a, stream
','.-', ."",
"
"
, , 'a hundred different
""
, "the. document
,',
'
stitution.
committee
members'
of witnessesbothin
informal, mediated
among
minds,
is not
. . Most delegates would
. . . also agree. that
.. . the.cha.nges in the.
meetings in the cmhmittee: rooms or at the highly publiCized ."Rom- whatany one delegate would have produced. Itjs hardly surprising, legislative article will enable pur
become a truly delibney" hearings in Convention Hall..Tl1es.e hearings were
after therefore, that many delegates
reservations about parts of the 'eraticVletlZbeOndYs'shonld
no one .canoffer'the i972 'Con:;
Miles Romney, thegelegate who proposed them. Citizens, repre- document. But it is a tribute to the 1,972 Constitution.that nota sin.
sentatives of corporaijons and organized groups, state
gle delegate reJusedto sign itonMarch 24.
stitution as a panacea":"" as a
for our sundry political ills:
and elected public officials presented testimony on delegate proposThe main thrust of the proposed Consitution iS,toward open- The pr9posed Constitution holds out only possibilities for the
als, parts of the 1889Constitiltion; arid on their own suggestions. ness and flexibility. Underthe present Constitution it is difficult for . ture., But it camwt automatically ,guarantee their fulfillment/.
The number of witnesses varied from the fifty-three who appeared the'averagecitizen to,know.wbatis happening in Helena. In a sixty WlIether the possib,ilities become the reality of a
before the Executive Committee to the 138 who testified before the day biennial legislative, session so .many bills are handled so quickly tal system for Montana clepends. on the future effort,
and::
Bill of Rights Committee. 'In some\yhat unUsual proceedings, the
they are..dispo.sed of.. before th.e average citizen has a chance to wisdom of her citizens. In a democratic system there can be no ab
G .
G
th t t
It
diffi ·It t I t . hat h h
ternative'tQ dependence on the people.
eneral

Bill of ffights C O i r i k i te

COMPACT WITH THE UNITED STATES-Article!
This statement is included to make it clear that the adoption of
the proposed constitution in
way affects the vaqdity of agree, ments between, Montana and the federal government
when
Montana became a state.
DECLARATION OF RIGHTS-Article'll
The Declaration of Iijghts inthe proposed Constitution includes
all
rights protected in the 1889 Constitution and adds a few 'more
to the list. In putting together a new declaration ofrights, the Convention took 27 of its 35,sections from the 1889 Constitution. Eleven
these were taken without change, nine of them were given only
minor revision, such as changes in punctuatiotf, or cbailges in
mg. Sevensectiops were extensively revised and there. are eight new
sections.
_
Of the new
sections 8 and 9, the Right of Participation
and the Right to Know, elicited the most discussion anddebate in
the Convention. A principle vital to a democratic society is the
lief that activities of government at all levels should be opened to
public examination. Those who supported the adoption of these two
sections intheConvep.tion believed .that they are important in operring government to .greater public scrutiny and that they could be
vehicles for producing a new openness into our .political system.
Those who opposed the adoption of these two new sections did so
largely on the ground that they could not see how they were going to
work out in practice. The fact of the matter is that we will probably
,t, (

1

bgiitftitUitWtigslS

these provisions will he applied in the future.
.'
.
Section 10 estahlishes a right of privacy. The courts inMontaha
Of the other new sections, section 18 which removes the doc- have recognized the existence of a right of privacy. But ata time
trine of sovereign immunity will probably be of considerable inter- when opportunities for invasion of privacy are increasing in number
est. This is an old legal notion which is used to protect the state and sophistication, section,10 emphasizes that ,this rightis 'essential.from.suits by private individuals. The 1889 Constitution neitht;r pro- for the preservation of a free society. .' ,
vides for nor prohibits sovereign immunity, However, courts in
. Section .14 declares that 18 is the age of adulthood for all
'Montana have consistently held that the state cannot besued with- poses. Section 15 attempts to extend to those under lathe
out its consent, even though a MoIitana Supreme Court Justice
al safeguards and rights extended adults. It,stresses that when
knowledged the doctrine as
harsh and unjust" Since ty'proceeds on the assumption that mino,rs need· special treatment
passage of Ch.254,Laws of. 1959, the state can sued under certain in the legal process it. must also be careful·not to abridge othe.r
circumstances, but the courts still invoke sovereign immunity for J::i,ghts.
..
'.'
"
.•:
the state. This, deeply embeded doctrine can be totally abrogated
Of the 7 r.evised sections from the 1889 Constitution, section 3 is
only by action of the legislature or the Convention. Delegates who amended by expanding the .list· of inalieriablerights to
favored' doing away with
immunity contend that the state right. to a healthful environment; to pursue life's ·basic necessities;
should help administer justice against itself as well as .it does be- and.to health. In addition to stating new rights this section also stip.:
tween private individuals. They also maintained that just as the ulates that the indivudual recognizes corresponding
_state is required to pay for property it takes fr.om individuals it
Section 29 on eminent dolIl3in is -amended to gllartmfee the citf-'
should also be expected to compensate when its activities result in zen greater protection against the powers. of the state. At .present.
injury. In abandoning this old d()ctrine, that the king can .do no the costs of eminent domain actions sometimes fall where they 40:
wrong,Montana is following a national trend.
.
not belong, namely on the person whose property:
Qf the five other new sections,:number 35 directs the legislature demned: This section guarantees that a property
to show special consideration to military,personnel and to veterans. a state offer,goes to court- and silcceeds, in being aWilFded more,
Section 4 incorporateslanguage.from the 14th amendment to the than the state offered w;ill be reimbursed by the state fot theneces-:"
Federal Constitution and prohibits private and public disc'rimin3-, sary expenses of the law suit, sU,ch as attorney fees..
,.,,:,,'
tion agaiIist individuals on the Qasis of sex,color-or religion. This
Section 5 on freedom of religion amends the 1889 provision by:'
particular section will' probably need support in the'form of legisla- substituting the language of. the .Federal Constitution .for thelan,-:.;.;::: ..'. - 'guage-of the

'

<
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.PROPOSED 1972 CONSTITUTION FOR THE ST'ATE OF MONTANA

,"n·ITI.J!

which reflected an anti-Mormon bias.
By dropping language from the old proyision on habeas 'corpus
the Convention; in section 19, is proposing that th.e right of habeas
corpus can never be suspended by the government:under any cir·
cumstances.
,
Section 28 on the rights of the convicfed has a new provision
which automatically, restores an ex-convict's rights upon the
nation of state supervision over him. At present an ex-convict has to
secure a governor's pardon or full restoration of citizens' rights. The
Convention felt that this system is a kind of perpetual punishment
which is: not in' harmony with the idea of punishment for the pur.
..
pose ofrehabilitation.
Most of the revisions did not elicit much difference of opinion
in the Convention. One exception to this is the new portion. of sec·
lion 16.'A ·new sentence restores the workman's compensation law
.to what. it was before passage of Chapter 49, Laws of 1965 as inter·
preted by the state Supreme Court. Those who opposed inclusion 0'£
this sentence maintained that it was statutory in nature and should
bave been left to the legislature. Supporters of its inclusion felt that
the worker's right to pursue adequate compensation for industrial
accidents is a basic right which should be recognized in the Constitution.
One of the sections taken intact from the old Constitution also
elicited debate. This was section 12, the right to bear anus. There
were some who wanted the Convention to amend the 1889 provision
by adding a prohibition agaiust any future registration of guus by
the state. p,; majority of the Convention rejected the amendment on
several grounds. Those Who opposed the amendment insisted that
no other state constitution contains a,stronger guarantee of the right
to. bear anus. They also expressed their bellef that there is no·likelihood of a movement for state regiStration of guns in Montana. The
push for gun registration is coming from the federal level, 'and no
language in the state Constitution can limit federal action. on this
subject..

SUFFRAGE AND ELECI'IONSC-Articie IV
This section covers the sub.iect matters dealt with in Article IX
of the 1889 Gonstitution. The proposed'article'eliminates sections 3,
5, 6, 19, and' 12. These sections are either ,obsolete, purely statutory
in nature, or have been superseded by fe<;leral action on
subject..
The first section of Article IV is a very ,simple,.amendment of
the first. section of Article IX'-of Jhe 1889 Constitution. The amendment adds the word "secret." It will come as a surprise to many
people that the 1889 Coustitution does not guarantee a secret ballot.
Section 2, of this article revises the second section of Article IX
of the present Constitution in several important particulars. It lowers the voting age from 19 to 18 to accord with the 26th amendment
of the Federal Constitution, eliminates language that the United
States Supreme Court has declared unconstitutional, and deletes the
one·year residency requirement for voting. It also eliminates the
current provision that deprives a convicted felon of the right to vote
unless pardoned or restored to citizenship'by the governor.
. Section 3, 'Elections, revises the old language by allowing the
legislature-to schedule elections an4 to establish residency and oth·
er requirements. It also includes a'new reference to the establish·
ment of poll booth registration. This particular
reflects the
feeling of the Convention that residency requirements which suf·
ficed in the past have,b_ecome too re&trietive in a mobile society.
-Some delegates wanted the Convention to include a mandatory requirement that citizens be allowed the right of. poll booth registration such as exists iIi North Dakota by statute. Other delegates felt
that this particular
should be left to legislative
tioQ since it is'statutory in nature; The language that appears in section.3 is a compromise which does, not require the legislature to es·
tablish a poll booth registration system but urges it to do so.
Section 4 combines revised langUage from se.veral·different sec·
tions of Article IX of the present Constitution. This section allows
the .legislature to impose special qualificatious for certain offices,
such as requiring the Attorney 'General to 'be: a licensed attorney.
The last clause pertaining to felons was added in order to make this
section consistent with section 28 of the Bill of Rights. It does this
and at the same time makes it clear that a convict cannot hold office
while serving a penalty"
,
Sections 5 and 6 of this article are taken from the 1889 Constitution with some minor stylistic changes.

' , •• J " "

.

stilutiol)ally elective office
: ture's power to conductlegislative·post audiC
. Another important innovation is sectio.n
Reapportionment Commission. assist the
legislative, reapportiomhent. 'This,'five·membet citiz'
is set up to be'bipartisan' and to function whenever the:
ernment provides new·census 4ata on, the'distribution of po
within the state. In creating the commission the Convention
nized that the problem of reapportionment has been-very difficult
for the legislature to deal with because 01 the important political
ramifications of apportionment. The apportionment
will cease- to "function after the
of each -apportionment
plan.
',- ,
The Legislative Article also embodies minor"changes in several
other areas. In the first place, vacancies in the legis'lature will be
filled by special election .unless otherwise provided by law. Tire
Convention felt that with single member districts in use, special
elections would ,not be too difficult or too costly. On the other hand, '
if the Practice of special elections fails to work out as intended, the
legislature can still provide fora method of appointtQ,ent. There are
also several proposed changes in the area 'of impeachment. The legwould be allowed to select abody other than the-Senate as a
tribunal for hearing impeachment proceedings. Another change
requires a 2 /3 vote of the House of Representatives to begin im·
peachment proceedings rather than the simple majority vote at pre·
sent.
.
The basic differences between the unicameral and bicameral
legislative articles appear in the firSt three secti,ons of each ·article.
ObviouSly, in the case of the unicameral legislature there would be
one chamber instead of two.. If the electorate adopts the unicameral
optiOJ.1 the legislature will'be no smaller than 90 nor larger thail105.
Legislators' under the unicameral article would be called Senators
and they would all bave four:year terms: HOWeVer, their terms
_would be staggered-half the members would be elected every two
years.
.
The·unicameral article 'has a fifteenth section which stipulates
that,if the,yoters adopt the unicameral option they will be doing so
only ·for a Six-year trial period. This section requires a referendum
vote in 1980 QD' the question "shall' the unicameral legislature form
be continued'?" If the electorate ·in 1980 were to vote yes, then, of
course, n,othing would change. ·On .the other hand,. if the voters vot·
ed. no the bicamerallegisllitive article will be plugged into the Constitution.
'
.,'
,.'
\
'

THE LEGISLATURE-Article V
While some of the comments which follow apply only to the
bicamerai Legislative Article which appears in the body of the Constitution,'most of the sections in the bicameral and unicameral
ternatives are identical. The basic differences between the two ap·
pear in the firsi three sectious of each article, These differences will
be noted below,
.
.
The proposed Legislative Article is much shorter than the legislative article in the 1889 Coustitution-some 14 sectipus cpmpared
llr 44 effective sectioos. This brevity is achieved by the omission pf
19 sections and
re!oqltion,o,f some.. pI:OVisions to, other'arti<;les of
the Coustitution. Most of the sectious that have been omilled deal
with procedural mailers which can be covered bylegislative roles or
statutes.
sections in the 1889,
\vhich 'deal
with questions of ethics and conflict ofinterests·are replaced in
proposed Constitution by Article Xffi; section 4 which reqUires, the
legislature to establish a code of ethics for legislators and other pUblic officials.
UnIlke the 1889 Coustitution which is silent on the subject, the
proposed Legislative Article sets limits on the size of the legislature.
The Senate will be no,larger than 50 nor smaller than 40. The House
will be no larger than 100
than BO,
GENERALGOVERNMENT-Articlem
.
The proposed article deletes the reqQirement that.lhe legisla,
The matters 'dealt with under Geneqil Government appear in ture shall meet on the .first Monday in January,. This will enable the
Articles IV, V, X, and XIX of the 1889 coustitution. The changes in legislature to delennine its own ealendar. Age ql!3lificatioosfor the
sections 1, 3, 6, and 7 amount to very' minor stylistic changes. Sec· House and Senate are ,deleted since eligibility for· public office is
tion 2,' Continuity of Government, eliminates obsolete language covered in section 4', Article IV.'The required.one-year residency in
from several sections of Article X in the 1889 Constitution on the the state is, retained, but residency in the county 'or district-' is re·
location Qf the, capitol and revises language of section 45 of Article duced to six months., One in.teresting new twist in the area ofresiV.
dency
in thos,e counties
.
IllQfe
There are, however, some important changes in section' 4 and 5 than one representation district a ,candidate for th,e legislature nee9
on the initiative and referendum. The purpose of. these changes is to not
be.a resident of the district for,which he
make it easier for the people to use these devices oldirect-participa·
New provisions appear in section 6 dealing with sessions of the'
,tion.in government. In the initiative process the percentage of signa· legislature. The legislature will meet annually, rather than bienrtially
tures, required for initiative petitions is reduced from 8 per cent to·5 in sessions of sixty
days rather than sixty'calendar days.
per cent, and the number of representativ.e districts in which this' The legislature may increasetb:e liiDit on the lengt,h,of a subsequent
minimum number of signafures"must- be secured is. reduced from session of the legislature. Also ne¥{ is the provisiol} that the
2/5 to -1/3. The amount of time required for the petitions to be in ture, as well as the govern.or, can call itselIinto special session by, a
the hands of the Secretary of State is reduced from 4. monthS to 3 majority vote of its members. New language also states that the legmonths. In the sections dealing with both the init;iativ(! and referenwill be a "continuous
for a two year period. The' in:
,dum the word "counties" is replaced by the phrase ·'.representation tention of "continuous" is not that the legislature wi,ll sit without
districts" because. counties are no longer necessarily the same as interruption for two ye:atS but that it will.continue to have legal-ex·
,representative districts. The referendum process is liberalized istence even whf:!n not in session; This will make it possible to keep
THE
Vl .',' ."
slightly by a reduction of the number of representative diStricts a bill alive from the first session' of a biennium to the second ses.
from which the minimum number of signatu.res must be ,secured sion, thereby reducing the oPPortunity of giving. bills a quiet burial ' The, prowsed Executive Article
langu"!ge from'
the 1889 .Coustitution. It eliminates unn¢cessary. directives to the
from 2. / 5 to 1 / 3, The prohibition of the governor's veto power in committee.·
over initiative and referendum measures is moved to the executive
Many of the
of the Legislative Article are taken over legislature on 'matters pertaining ,to. the ,mi;litia in Article XIV and
article.
,
.
with stylistic changes and revisious froin·the 1889 Coustitution. This obsolete language about military reservatious in Article II. Of greatAnother important change in this article is removal of the old is the case on such subjects as the po,wer and structure ,of the legisla- er significance'; it also omits some.
the
Article
prohibition against initiating constitutional amendments. Using ture, the terms of office for- legisIators; compensation, vacancies, VII, the· Execupve Article.. The proposed
tll,e
procedures established in article XIV the'proposed Constitution, 'immunity, disqualification, organization, procedure of. the'
BOard' Of ,Exa'miners,
Pard,ons. and Board oCprison
citizens will be able to initiate constitutional amendments. Section 8 ture, and regulations pertaining to bills.
'
.'
Commissioners, State EXaminer-and State Treasurer: TwQ, of t.hese
is necessary to.distinguish the process of initiating laws from initiat·,
However, in a few of j:hes.e areas there are some important boards, the Board of PrisonGommissioners.and the'Board.of,Exam·
ing constitutional amendments.
. '
changes which are designed to provide a greater opportunity for the iners, are ex officio boards.
former has no duties
to it
law and the latter
mfrequently and has few
left.to
The proposed article does not include 'a description of bounda- public to scrutinize legislative behavior: The. Convention felt that
ries which appears in the 1889 Constitution. The Convention
the public's right to information on what the legislature is doing It. A Board of Pardons exiSts by
ed a,statement on boundaries is not necessary since federal law will outweighs any need·for secrecy. Accordingly, the p'roposed Legisla- ue to so. The Stat.e,Treasurer Will remam..an electIve
prevail in this area.
.'
tive Article omits language in the present Constitution which allows
the
chooses otherwiSe. The State
The Convention considered including a recall provision to ena- the legislature to hold secret sessions. Further, section 10, subsec- er s office Will also contmue by
Most, of the rest of the ODlltble citizens to remove an office holder prior to the next election for tion 3, stipulate's that all committee meetings, hearings, and ses. t,:d
has had no g:r.:eat SIgnifIcance. ,For example, th.e
his office. Proponents of the recall felt thatit was an important sions ofthe legislature must be open' tothe pUblic.
pmg qf section 18 of ,Article vn removes. an unnecessary directive
source of citizen control over his government. A majority felt that
Paralleling these two changes is a new 'provision in section 11, on the use of-the state.
.
'
:.
'.'
the recall could be used for the purpose of harassing public officials subsection 2, which requires a recorded vote on'bills in committee . ' Most?f the. proVIsIons the 1889
executive
and that it was not really a necessary device in view of the fact that and committee of the whole. Under the 1889 Constitution'a record- flcers, their duties and election, a::e retamed 10
form. Lan·
elections will be held frequently. The omi§sion of the recall will not ed roll call vote is required only on the' final reading'of a bill. The guag,: has been.
and clarified.
?f the nunor.changes
effect existing.statutory provisions for recall of municipal.officers.. purpose of this change is to prevent the practice of,"voting for the
to qualifications for
The
age for G?yemor,
However, the omission probably means that the legislature .cannot record.': As it is now a legislator can take a position on
final roll LIeutenant Gova:nor, Supenntende,nt of Public
establish statutory provisions for recall of constitutionally elective call vote different from the position he took on a bill in committee.
Attorney GeneralIS reduced from 30 to 25. As an 3;dditional.reqwi"eofficers.
' Section 10, subsection 4 acknowledges the legislature's right to,
the .Attorney General mu;st have. been,
to .h';w pracSection 9, the final provision in the General Government Arti- establish a legislative 'council and a legislative post-aUdit commit- tIee 10 Montana
have had.fIve 'years expenence
law.
cle, revises the language that presently appears in Article XIX, sec· tee. This particular provision was put in the Constitution to over· The
Article'
It clear
the le@.:Slature may
tion 2 of the Constitution by
,the word "gambling.'" If item COOle any doubt that may remain about the legislature's cQnstituthe office of Supenntendent of
3B on the ballot carries in the election this language will remain in tional authoriy to maintain interim committees between sessions Public Instruction.
.'
,
:.
.
. the c.oustitution. On the other hand, if 3A.carries.this particular sec- of the legisl;iture, Tile.legisjative jll\s\,a.u.dit
.... Some of the
Important changes perlalU to the
tiOf:l wi.ll be
from the ConstitutJ.o,n.
, . . . ; , . ;,
inorder to.
it clear
of the State Auditor as a con· .
The proposal conceIVes of the LIeutenant Governor s off·
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d1fiimejob in the executive branch.

Jri keeping with this

tion4 'of Article XIII of the 1889 Constitution which forbids the state

". ,,::::tbe'Lieutenant Governor. would no longer be the presiding ofSenate. Instead, the Governor can assign the Lieutenant'
, G9vemor
executive duties, and 'the ,-legislature
To insure compatibility the procan also assign other duties to

from becoming. involved. with local indebtedness. This restriction
increases the cost of local governm.entindebtedness by,raising
est rates. Removal of this provision will allow the,legislature to
work out procedures for backing bonds of local governments with

posal requires candidates for Governor and Lieutenant Governor to
the full faith and credit of the state. This willresUlt in significant
run as a team.
.'.'
'. .
savings thrOUgh lower interest rates.
.
AnotheI.: change consistent with the idea of the Governor and
The proposed Article omits the 2-mill
limit on property tax. At
and in recent.years, property taxes have providLieutenant Governor working closely together allows the Governor
. eda very small proporti0r:t of state revenue sources. -It is. not the into appoint a successor for the remainder of the term iithe Lieutentention,of this omission to suggestthat 'the state should turn to proJr
. ant Governor's office becomes vacant. However, in the case of other
constitutionally elective offices, a gubernatorial appointee bolds offerty taxation for revenue for state purposes.
.'
,
The 2 mill levy is omitted in anticipation of future needs in the
ice only until the next general election when the office is filled by a
vote of the people.
.'
'
area of schoolfinancing.
August 30,197Hhe California Supreme
The proposed Executive Article attempts to improve upon the
Court announced its decision in Serrano vs. Priest-a decision
1889 Constilution in Ihe area of succession and disabililY in I)le Govwhich has far reaching implications. ThI, case involved Ihe problem
of gross inequalities in local.financing of schools. While the doctrine
ernor's office. If the Governor,-elect were to die or become disquali- ,
, fied and fail to take office, the lieutenant Governor elect would
embodied in Serrano vs.. Priestis not yet tlfe lawoithe land, it has
received application in Texas, Minnesota and New Jersey ..Some
become the Governor. The Convention included this provision be,caUSe courts in some states have ruled that the incumbent governor
studies' indicate that, school financing inequities in Montana are as
continues'in office.
great as some of those where the Serrano doctrine has, been applied.'
on the deterriIination' of 'disability of the GoverIt is, therefore;' very likely that in the not too cti;;;tant future,' MonNew
nor is· .based largely on the 25th amendment to the United .States
tana will have.· to re-examine its entire school financing situation.
Constitution. The present Constitution is very vague on what
Among the possible solutions to problems raised by the Serrano depens when the Governor is disabled. The new material attempts to
cision is the substitution.of statewide mill levies for local levies in
the.financingofschools.Omissionof the 2 mill levy opens this OJr
spell out the procedures for determining '\Vhen a Governor is disab}ed and when his disability Pas·ended. It provides that the Lieutention in school financing in Montana. .
'
ant Governor will be the acting Governor when the. Governor is
While the state does not rely heavily on property taxation for its
abled;
own purposes it is very much :involved in the administration of the
Another change deletes the requirel1lent that the Lieutenant
property tax. Despite the fact that the 1889 Constitution contains
extensive details on state administration'ofproperty taxation and
Governor becomes the acting Governor . as' soon 'as. the Governor
cornman,ds that we shall have property tax. equalization Within 'and
leaves thestate. The Convention felt that with modern communicaGov. among counties, the present system has ·notcachieved property tax
tions it was not necessary for this.to bethecase.
acting GoverQor
equalization..Jn fact, the. 'existingsystem has built-in' pressures' for
ernor may ask the Lieutenant Go.vernor to
and'if the Governor is absent from the. state' for more than 45 concompetitive underassessment among counties.
secutivedays the Ljel,J.tenant Governor-automatically becomes'actAt a time when the Serrano decision has 'brought into sharper
ing Governor.
, ..
.
focus the need for. achi,eving property tax equalizatioIl) the proposed
, The proposed Article includes several changes in the Gover- explicitly given the power to provide for the election of additional Article opens the door to equalization by leaving the details of- adjustices of the peace in each
The section. on justice courts ministration to futUre legislative determination. For the time peing
nor's veto power. It removes his veto power from
ments to the 'Federal and State Constitution and resolutions of the states that the legislature may provide for training and qualifica- the .present system of county boards of equalization and the. State,
legislature. Since constitutional changes require a 2 /3 vote. of the tions for the office. And
directs the legislature to provide Board of Equalizatipn will continue by statute. But the deletion of
legislature, there seems to be little need.for a check in the fofin ora proper facilities so that justices can perf()rm their duties in dignified details provides flexibility for- meeting future needs. Hopefully the
veto. Since resolutions merely express the sentiments of the legisla- surroundings..
.
"
.'
.'
.' '
'legislatur.e can improve methods-of property tax administration.
veto such
New pro",isions for filling vacancies in the couns and f()r the
Another important change appears in section 7 which calls for
tive body, it seems inappropriate to allow the
matters.
election of judges •Will probably interest many people:' The· new the' creation .ofanew ·tax appeals,system. substantially ·differerit
provisi9ris not only .retain the right of
choice but actually from the present one. Under the. present system; an aggrieved taxThe section on the veto eliminates the pocket veto and
es from 15 to 25,the number of days the Governor has to consider enhance that choice by making it more, effective. That we elect our payercan.appeaJ to the county board ofequa,lizat1on and then to the
judges under our:present system is only partly true. The fact of the State Board of Equalization. Both boards have to be involved iIi
bills left with h!m by the legislature when it adjourns.
The proposal gives. the Governor a new power of amendatory matter is that most of the incumbent supreme court and district approving the hiitial ass.essment. This means that an administrative'
body sits in judgment of its own acts, a'procedurewhich does
veto. Under the present system, he can either sign abiQ or veto it. court judges originally received their positions through
The amendatory vetogives him a ,third alternative. Vetoed bills are al appointment. Once appointed, judges more often·thannot have lenceto
notions of justice and
Section 7requires
seldom overridden, yet governors have had to veto rperitorious bills .retained 'their positions through ·uncontested
To. some the legislature to establish an independent appeals system at both
the-local and state leveL
on technicalgr.ounds; The.amendatory veto is designed.to meet this extent this system makes anillusion oftheelective system.
situation. If the governor thinks a bill has merit but he has minot or ,
Under the proposed, Judicial Article' the Governor's choice of
Other important changes are made in the .1956 Antidiversi,on
technical objections to it, he can send it back to the legislat\lfe so men to fill vacancies will be limited.. He will have to designate his Amendment which earmarks gasoline taxeS for highway constructhat it can consider incorporating the Governor's suggested nominee from a list of nominees selected by
to be pre-, tion. Autoniobileregistration fees are
changes.
.
scribed by law: Unlike the present system, the Governor's choice is marked revenue. sources. Other changes allow moniestobespen.t:on
Subsection 2 of Section 5 'removes an ambiguity from the pre- then subject to confirmation by the Senate. This method of fiUing roads and 'street systems .of local. units of
'and for prosent Constitution by makingii- clear that an executive officer may vacancies is a modifiedtype of rperit selection. .
. . ' '.' .
grams of highway safety and driver education.. A significant change
The e.lection process for judges is
changed. Under the pre- allows diversion Of the earmarked highway, funds to other purposes
run for some other public office during his term. But it,also deletes'
the prphibiti,on .against increasing the salary of an executive officer sent system an· incumbent judge who runs unopposed is al!tomati- by 3 /5 vote of the. legislature: Delegates who opposed this change
felt that. dUring. times of cally
Under the proposed system if no one files against an
that the legislature,being hard pressed forJunds,. wi.ll
during hi,S. term of office. Th.e
inflation.this provision can result in some injustice and that the leg- incumbent judge, his name will be put on the ballot in such away be tempted to divert .monies from highway construction to other
islaturecan betruste9 not to set executive salaries too high, (Article that citizens will be given the opportunity to indicate whether they purposes. Since agencies with earmarked funds tend to,.develop a
wish to retain him or not. If the judge is rejected by the people, the high degree of independence, a majority of delegates insisted that
XIII, section 3 contains an additional provision on salaries.)
The proposed Exec,utive
several changes in the office will be vacant 'and will be filled in the manner provided for this change is needed to make the highway depanment more resection on the militia. One specific@Y,allowsthegovernor to call filling vacancies. This retention or rejection of the judge is a mqdifi- sponsible to the legislature.
'
Some other significant changes' appear in section 5 on property
out the militia in the event of extreme ·natural disaster- for the pur- cation of the merit refention system.
pose of prQtecting life and property. Another change omits any refIf someone files. against an incumbent judge' an election will be tax exemptions. Subsection 1retains property tax exemptions pretty
erence toClge and sex' qualific!1tions. :Thisenables the legislature to held as is presently done. If an incumbent judge chooses not to run much as. they are in, the present Constitution. But a new clause
. makes it clear that any private interestin exempted property may
determine what citizens are members of the militia and it would the seat will be filled by election as at present.
One other totally new provision in the Judicial Article is the be taxed separately. This closes a loophole in the present Constitualso allow the enlistment of women.
property
establishment· of· a .Judicial. Standards Cortunisson.· Under. the pre- tion. Another new clause permits assessments. on
Constitution, the only method of .removing. a judge is by im- for the cost ofseryices and special improvements when the exernptdifficult process and' one that has:seldom been em- ed property benefits from t h e m . .
"
THE JUDICIARY--'-Article VII
ployed. The purpose of a Judicial Standards :Commission is to proSection 5 also authorizes the legislature to exempt other: properConstitution requires that aU property must be
A c:omparison of the 1889 Judi.cial Article wi,th the proposed vide an alternative method ofremoving ajudge whose work is sub- ties.
Judicial Article reveals· that the latter isniuch briefer-ll sections standard. The commission wiU be a five member body representing assessed, for tax purposes. This provision is very difficult to enforce
compared to 37. The Convention achieved this.·brevity 'by eliminat- bar, bench and lay citizens. It will investigate any compJa,ints made and encourages dishonesty because it is difficUlt to get certain kinds
ing obsolete. language which, was needed for transition to statehood, against a judge. After investigation the commission will report to of property on the assessment rolls. Section 5 will permit the legislaarchaic wording, description.ofjudiciaLdistricts arid references to the Supreme Court.I! the, decision is' that a judge's behavioris be- ture to exempt certain kinds of property and employ other forms of
such things as "calendars."
.
.
low judicial standards the Supreme CourtWi11 have several options. taxation when the only alternative is evasion of the law,
The Article is· also shorter because some provisions are omitted. If the judge cannot carry out his work satisfactorily because of
Section 13 of the proposed Articleisa substitute for Article XXI
For
the requirement in .the .1889' Constitution. that su· bility the court will be able to retire the judge. Otherwise, the
of the present Constitution-the Trust and Legacy Fund. Although
preme court judges be paid quarterly is eliminated; Als'o omitted may
ajudge or
office.
this Article clearly intended to establish a unified investments proare all references tothe Clerk of the Supreme Court, County Attorgram for the state such a program was not establis,hed until 1972
neyand Clerk of Ihe Dislricl Court. Though il would no longer he a
REVENUE AND FlNANCE-Article vm
nnder Ihe Executive Reorganization Act. Article XXI is long, conconstitutional office, the office of Clerk of the Supreme Court would,
.
C n ti al C
fusing and fQll of obsolete provisions which have never beenimplecontinue under the statutes. Both the offices of County: Attorney
Probably in no part of its proposal has the oTIs ,I u on
on- mented.Proposed section 13, by contrast, is a simple substitute. .!t
.
vention more clearly revealed .its faith in,our democratic system t
. lis f
·f· d·
I
Is
f
bli f ds· I d
and Clerk of t4e District (jourt are coveredinsection 3, subsection than in the Revenueand FinanceArticle. The 'essenceof that demoooca
or a um Ie mves men program or pu c un mc u 2,
XIof the proposed
cratic faith is a belief in the capacity of the people to choose legisla- ing state help in-investing funds of local units of government. The
Some of' the material retained from the 1889 Constitution is tors who will have the ability to deal. satisfactorily, fairly, and hon- monies of various retirement· systernsand the funds derived from
For example, the legislature will be able to increase the estly with problems. Detailed constitutional restrictions, especially Federal 'Land Grants for education are·clearly differentiated from
f
d f · 1 Ia k f f ·Ih· Ih d
!investment purposes.
the proposal itwill be possible: to insize of-the court froIIlthe present five to ,seven if an increase in work
.
.it.· The Supreme
.
'
in- the area o.. revenue an. . Ina_nee,
rev'ea . a c. h
0 al
me'ill
emI
fir
I
..
I
·1·
0 Ih Ih
load warrants
. limitations
· lal
.
.
. Court's control over
. admission to the ocratic process.
Moreover, such
on t e iegxs
ure s s- ves
h dsome re ernen momes In corpora
f d esecurJ
d h les.
. n. e 0 er
an, monies of the public school un .an t e -umverslty system
bar. and over the conduct of the members.o,f the bar is made explic- cretion seldom work very long as 'they were intended, because .we
aives the leai<:lature.the
power to review rules overcome constItu
. ti ona:I 0 bsta.cIE!S: WI·th su blerf uges.',
. Th us, Ihe' 1- will
be .invested
in hsecurities..of the
States,
it. Another
provision
.
.'
b"'"
Slal continue
d . tobill
.
h United
b
f· d the
of procedure as prescribed by the Supreme Court. Another requires cIe on R evenuean.
.
d F·.Inance·refl ecIs a fal·Ih·In, Ihe democraIPIC pro
secUritIes
t at eaI:J! IXe rate
f' e an t ItS su VISIOns, orb ott h I
' I
\ 0 Interes and are approved 'Y e egIS ature.
all Supreme Court decisions to be in writing. Terms of office ,a1.a11 ess by what it lea'ves out as well as what is in the proposal.,
three levels of our judicial system will be increased by two years.
What, will most likely.first strike the
is.the absWhile guaranteeing that taxes willnever 'be used for any purSupreme court justices will go from six to eight, district court ence of specific debt linutations for state, counties and other local pose other thana public one, sections 1 and.2 of the proposed article
umts of government as they appear- In Article XIII of the 1889 Con- allow the
to establish,the state's tax structure
judges from four to six and JustiCes of the Peace from tw.o to
Qualificatipns for judicial office are alteredsomewha!. As is stitution. Specific dollar debt limits have not restricted our spendno.t mentionIng specifiC kinds. of taxes.
state
an
presently the case for supreme court Justices, candidates for district ing because the amounts are no longer realistic. We get
the mherent power to tax, enumeratIon of speCific taxes In the Constituon the J!Se of ta?,es. other
court judge must be a resident of the state for two years. The age limits by resorting to revenue bonds which, in the long run, Increase tion can be .Interpreted. as a
requirement for both supreme court justices and district court the cost of incurring indebtedness
'"
than those listed.
of specific taxes. prOVides flexIbility for
The proposed Constitution omits any specific dollar limit be- the future
makes. It poSSible to adopt kinds of
which are
judges is dropped. But the addition of five years of experience in
legal practice as a requirement for both positions imposes a
cause the Convention felt it could not possibly foresee future needs
only dimly
or unforeseen. It also
the probcal age requirement. Judges will be allowed travel expenses m- and, accordingly, could not realistically set a dollar limit. In place of ability that we Will not be forever wedded to the eXisting fanuly of
curred in the course of their work. The present proviSIOn that abs- any specific dollar amounts section 8 of the proposed Article stipu- taxes.
.
.
.
he remamder o.f
Revenue and Finance .Art!c1e
ence from the state for more than 60 consecutive days results in for- lates that no state debt can be Incurred unless authorized by 2-/3
feitute of office is retained and to it is added the provision that a vote of the legislature or a vote of a majonty of the people themjudge who files for any other public office automatically forfeits his selves
or examp e, e. s, sen
m sec. Ion an. a. 0 sec Ion In
office.
The detailed restrictions on indebtedness of local units of gov- cate the
s desIre tt:!
the pnnclple of a
There are several changes with respect
the Peace. ernment are replaced by section 10 of the proposed Article. Thls budget.
the language In sections 4, 11, 12 and 14.mdicate a
Election of justices of the peace by township is elimmated. Each section requires the legislature to determme debt limits for all local determInatIon to .adhere to a prudent use of money. Fi!1ally, the
county will elect at least one jusHce of the
The legislature!s units oigovernment by statute The.proposed Article alSo: OJIUts sec- .
IS retame? but IS relocat.
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ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES-Article I.X
Most of the material in this Article is new. Sections 1 and 2 reflect a concern with and a determination to protect Montana's
ronment. They' direct the legislature to take necessary steps to
erve,the environment and to conserve the state's natural resources
by preventing a headlong waste ofthem.The Convention, of course,
resources must be used
recognizes that Montana's
for man's benefit but it showed particular concern about the methods which will be used to mine Eastern Montana's tremendous coal
reserves. Section 2 reflects a determination to prevent that Portion
of
from being turned into aW3steland of stripping banks.
language, which
Section 3 deals with water
cannot be more emphatic, subsection lrecognizes"allexisting water
rights. Subsection 2 is taken over from Article ill,section 15 of the
present Constitution W!th only slight changes in wording. Subsection 3recognizes the existing fact of state ownership of,all water.
Recognition of state ownership,is not new.and in noway does it
fect past, present, or future appropriations' of water for beneficial
uses. This section is included to establish Montana's claim to its
waters in order to protect the state from appropriation of its water
by the Federal Government or downstream states. The last subsection .01;1 water is a new provision which requires the state to establish a centralized record system on water rights.·1t will in no way
effect the existing system of local records.
Section 4 is a new section which reflects the concern of a growing number of Montana citizens with the destruction of historical
sites, 'particularly ghost towns. and· archeological sites.. As tourism
increases in volume, the prospect is a faster ·rate of devastation.
This .section reflects a desirl;! to prevent heedlessruin of our
cal sites and monuments.
. .
Some delegates wanted the' Constitution to recognize the environment as a public trust but a majority felt that the idea of a public
trust was too vague to be "embodied in the Constitution. A minority
also wanted to extend to Montana's citizens the right to ·sueon environmental matters. Under existing law ail individual has to show
injury before he can begin legal proceedings. A majority of the Con·
vention felt that Montana's present statute providing for class action provides ample avenues for legal action.

,

Like the 1889 Constitution the proposed article guarantees

isting cQunty boundaries and location of county seats. On this subject the .proposed article differs from. the 1889 Constitution in one

respect. At present the people can alter county boundaries or
change the location ai-county seatsbya vote of a majority of the
qualified
The proposal makes it easier to make changes by
requiring a majority of those voting rather than a majority of qualified electors.

Section 3 ofthe proposed, article is a replacement for section 7,

of

the present Constitutioninseveral pa'rticuIars. Omissiori any reF
erence to a Commissioner of Agri.cultu,reJrees the legislature to
head up the Department of Agriculture as it s.ees fit. The prQv:\liion ,
in the present Constitution- for special livestock levies is ,retained
but the ,limitation of 4 mills is oinitted. The amended provision will,
allow special levies on agdculhlral commodities as.well as livestock.:
Section 2 retains the 8·hour day provision, of the present Constitution.in a ,revised forin which will enable the legislature to recognize special situations such as the need for longer working days in
the construction industry during good weather.
Section 3 on institutions and assistance revises the present Con·
stitution by omitting reference to·the specific kinds of institutions
the state will maintain and by deletingreference.,to "severalcounties,". The omission of reference to counties leaves to the legislature
the determination of the amount of public assistance and the meanS
by which it will he supplied.
Subsection 2 of section 3 is a new provision which declares tha:t
a citizen who is admitted to a state instutution retains all his rights
that are compatible with being in the institution. It also stipulates
that upon release from state supervision the citizen receives 'an automatic restoration of all rights without any expensive or humiliating legal proceedings.

Article XVI of the 1.889 Constitution with a very decided shill in
emphasis. The. provision in the present Constitution clearly.indi
that local governments
of the legislature.
Ject to a vote of the people, the legislature can create, alter, or abolish local governments as it wishes. The emphasis'of this new section
is to have the legislature provide as many options as possible.for
structuring local government so the people can decide locally the
kind of gove:rnment they wish to have: Section 3 guarantees that one
of the options the legislature must provideJor county government is
thetraditional one with the present list of.county officers. This sectionretains·from the present Collstitution the power of the county
provicommissioners to
c-ommissioners·of.two,ormore counties to comsion which
bine offices by establishing elective offices for a multi"County area.
new proViSions which are intended to 'eXpand
Section 4
thepowe:r.; of t.hoseJocal governments which choo&e to retain their
GENERAL PROVISIONS - Article XIII
traditional forms. rn, construing·. the,
governments,
Subsection.1 of section 1 retains from the 1889 Constitution the
courts generally will:deny:a questionable: power iHhere is any doubt legislature's power to pass lawsaffeeting corporations as long as the
in the court's mind· abollt the existence 9f. the 'power. Courts in laws are gen.eral'in'their application. Subsection 2 is a new provision
Montana have been- particularly res,trictive in their interpretation of which directs tile legislature. to pass new laws for protection of
the powers of county governments.-'-Tltis section attempts to alter sumers. Subsection 3 is' a new provision which is intended to protect'
this situtation by specifically e:x.tending legislative power to counties the sanctity of eontractural
and by urging that the powers'Qf. a,lllocal'unIts of government be
Section 2 is·flnew section wltichrequires the legislature to ere·
liberally construed.
'
. ate the office of Consumer Counsel to represent customers of pUblic
Sections 5 and 6 provide citizens who wish to depart from tradi· utilities. The Public Service Commission acts as a referee between'
tional forms of local government the chance to do so through self utility companies and their customers at rate hearings. The customgovernment .charters.. Section 5. directs the legislatiIre to estab;lish er's interests are not adequately represented if they are unable.to
With this provision. the state
procedures for local governments to adopt charters.If the
hire their own counsel
ture fails to provide .suchprocedures" citizens will still be able to guarantees that the customer's side is repres.ented. The cost of supadopt charters through initiative or by. special elections'set up by porting this new ollice will be defrayed hy a special tax on utility
EDUCATION AND PUBLIC LANDS-Article X
local officials. No self
charter can go into effect unless companies whose rates are set by the Public Service Commission.
Another new provision appears in section 3 which directs the
Although the material in this article is largely taken froni 'the'- it is approved by a majority of those voting on the question,
1889 Constitution with revisions in style and wording, there is a sigSection 6
local government units which adopt self legislature to create a Salary Commission to .help the legislature
nificant change in the area of administering education. The 1889 governing charters will have. all powers not specifically denied by determine the salaries of elected public officials. Because itfears
Constitution' provides for. a single board of education to oversee the constitution, state law, or their own charters. This reverses the being rega,rded as a spendthrift body, the legislature is reluctant to
Montana's officials are ,sometimes
public education. -Sitting as a board ·of regents the same group SUM present situation. of local governments ,having .only those. powers increase salaries,
pervises the university system. Under this proposal there will' be specifically granted to them. This is the concept of shared powers paid' less than officials in comparable states. The Salary
two distinct boards-a Board of Public Education to supervise 'pub- that is used in Alaska, South Dakota, Missouri, Massachusetts and sion will inform thelegislature of prevailing salaries and help retain
lic education and a.Board of Regents forthe university system.
Pennsylvania.·Itdoes not leave,the local unit free from state control public confidencein the legislature when it a.cts on salary matters.
Section 4 is a new section which replaces fourseclions of ·the
The Convention felt that the responsibility of -administering but it does grant those powers which have not been'den1ed by the
both public and higher .education was aheavierload than one agen- Constitition. the law, or its own charter.
- present Constitution which define bribery, corrupt solicitation and
cy·could handle adequately. With separate boards each will have
Section 7.is a broad. authorization to.alllocal units of -govern- conflict of interest. This section c:li.rects the legislature to pass laws
more time to supervise educationin its' area. Also, problems at the ment to cooperate in the exercise of power and !n the sharing of to define ethical and unethical conduct and to define conflid of inlegislators, eleeted officials, and public employees.
two levels of education are
different- to
public officials and physical facilities unless they· are prohibiteit' terests
6 are taken verbatim from the present ConstituSection 5
tion. This circumsu,mce is recognized by the fact that·all but two from doing so bylaw or by their own· charters. It also specifically
.
"allows people to secure. cooperation among local governments t i o n . ·
states have sa-parate
Both boardswill'be made' up.of 'seven members appointed by through initiative .process in the event that local officials fail to take
the Governor and confirmed by,
All will serve overlap- action.
' ,
'
CONSTITUTIONAL REVISION - Article XIV
Section 8 provides a comtitutional
ping terms as provided by law. There' are several changes in the
l'his Article retains ,a revised forin of the provisions in the
makeup, of the boards. The Attorney General will no longer be an ex tion· at the loc,!l level through the initiative and
The
amendments and constitp.ti()nal
officio member of the boards. The Governorand Superintendent'.of actual operation of the initiative and referendum will be left to sta- sent Constitution on
It also includes some new' provisions on both sulijeck
Public Instruction will be ex officio non voting members of both tutory law.
boards. Another change is the establishment of ,the office of ComThe most unique feature of the. Local Government Article is The revisions and the new language are designed to make it. easier
nE;!wprovisionwhich requires the legislature to estab· forthe people to secure constitutional change.
missioner of Higher Education. The exact nature ofthis office will section
The pr.esent provisions for submission of constitutional amend·
depend on how the regents define his duties and powers, but he will lish procedures' for citizens pefiodically to re-examine the structure
also be an· ex officio non voting. member of·the Board of Public of their local governments and to have the opportunity to vole on.3.t mentsJo the peQple through the legislative process is retained with
Education.
least one alternative fOml of government. The first. review of local two changes. The 1889 Constitution allows the.1egislature to put
The two boards will sit
a 'single state Board of Edu- governments will occur four years after the ratification of the Con- only three proposed amendments. on. the ballot at each
number of
cation for coordinating education at all levels and for determining stitution. Thereafter, there will ,be a review every ten years. This lion. The proposed article omits any specific Untit on
,
'
will familiarize citizens with the numerous· options of local govern- amendments that'may be submitted at an election. If more than one
budget requests.
to them and prOVide them an opportunity to fashion amendment is submitted the only requirement is that each 'one be
Section 1 recognizes, for the first time in our fundamental law, ment
clearly designated on the· ballot so that they can be voted on sepathe special position of the AmeriCan Indian and his contribution to local governments to meet their particular needs.
rately.·.
.
our 'cultural heritage.,It recognizes' equality of educational.
It should prove easier for the legislature to put amendments on
tunities as a basic' right and at the same time eniphasizes that such
the ballot under the proposed article. The present. Constitution
opportunities shall be of a high quality. It commits the state to the
quires a 2 /3 voteof members of,each house of the legislaturefor
responsibility of achievingthe,'letwogoals of quality and equality.
submission of, constitutional amendments to the people; The pro-.
Sections 4, 5 aQd 11 dealing with puhlic school lands and the
posal changes this to a 2/3 .vote of the total number of legislators
public school fund contain some revisions. Membership on the state
rather than the 2 /3 vote of members of 'each house.
Board of Land Commissioners will be increased from four to five
,
Citizens will have an alternative to securing constitutional
with the addition of.the state Auditor. The board is clearly given the
amendments in the usual manner of legislative submission. A new
power to exchange state lands for other' lands when it is to the
provision allows the people to secure constitutional amendments
state's advantage. The proposed Article ·also omits the land classifi- .
through the initiative process by. directing the Secretary of State to
cation system specified in the, present Constitutionand leaves the
put a constitutional amendment.on the ballot if initiative petitions
manner of classification up to the legislature. .
.
,
include the necessary and sufficient signatures.
There are. also several. changes in the method. of distributing'
Similarly,another new provision enables the people to initiate a_
inte.rest andJnc6me monies from school land and'from investment
referendum vote on the question of calling a constitutional convenof the public' school fund. The requirement, timt interest and,income
tion. The process of using "the initiative for secJlring constitutional
monies shall be "equitably apportioned" replaces the present districhanges either through amendment or by convention'is more'diffibution of the monies on'the basis of the number of children between
cult than initiating statutory law. Petitionsignatures must re'present
6 and 21 in each school district. This change willsave hetw-een $53,100/0' rather than 5% of the electors in 2 /5 rather than 1 /3 of all
000 and $55,000 each year by eliminating the need for a special
legislative dishdcts.
school census. A second change includes high schools among. the
Thelegislature Will retain its power to call a constitutional conbeneficiaries of the monies.
vention and it will be able to do so by a 2 /3 vote of <m'legislators
Section 6 of the proposed Article contains the prohibition in the
rather than' a 2 /3 vote of each house, as at present. But the legisla1889 Constitution against state aid to sectarian schools with only
to
of any future constitut.ure wiU
minor style revisions. SUbsection 2 of section 6 is a new provision
honalconventlOn It caUs because mcluslOnof the word "unlimited"
which was added to make it clear that while the state itself will not
in'section 1 of the proposed article makes it dear that the
provide any funds for sectarian schools it can act as an agent for the
ture cannot confine the work of a convention to a limited purpose.
distribution of federal funds to non·public·schools. This change recAnother change ,allows the legislature to decide whether
ognizes existing practice but reriIoves any doubt about
gatestoa, future constitutional convention will be elected ona parti·
tionality.,
.
.'
san or non partisan 'basis. As interpreted by the Montana Supreme
Section 8 is a new pr,:ovision which guarantees local control of
,
Court, the 1889 Constitution requires
school districts. The present Constitution does· not contain such a
guarantee. This section also omits language in the present ConstituIn its revision of the present Constitution,section 7 of the pro·
tion which requires' special elections for school district otficers. This
, posed article permits more freedom· in setting up the calendar for
change will make it possible to save considerable sums of money by
constitutional change by the cOQ.vention method by .omitting the
'.
holding school electionsinconjunction with other elections.
present requireme,nt that a constitutional
must meet
withiil three months after election' of delegates and that the
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - Article XI
.
tion must submit its proposals. to the people no later'· than :six
This Article offers
accountability, and economy. If
months after adjournment. The 'first, change: gives the: legislature
citizens wish to' alter the structure of their local government, the
greater freedom in,setting the m.eeting date·of a future cohvention
proposed article offers flexibility by providing broad
so that
and the second. gives the ,convention greater-freedom in determining
loca1 government structures may be tailored to fit local needs. Ac·
when to hold an, election on its proposals.,
_
<ountahility is assured hy the fact that no future changes in any 10DEPARTMENTS AND iNS'!1TUTIONS - Article XII
,To guarantee that the people have ample opportunity to pass' oil
Most of the' provisions in this Article are revisions of material in the question. of the need for constitutional change another new
cal government can be made without the approval of the voters, The
article...also offers economy·; In availing themselves of opportunities' the present Constitution.. Sections 1 and 2 guaItlntee thatamong the provision, requires that at·leastevery, 20 years,the people be given a
for restz:uctJJring loc;al gqvernmerits, 'citiiensa;te..given tlie·chance-to'· ; 20 departments ·listed in
. chance of voting O:Q theqliestion of holding a constitutional conven·
, , econonu,ze
duplication"f ollices,aiId setViC$. ",
'pi L.hor,aQd Agriculture;.
tion.,
i'1
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Preamblt
We the people of Montana grateful to God for the quiet beauty
of our state, the grandeur of oui' mountains, the vastness ofour rolling plains, .and desiring to improve the quality of life, equality of
opportunity and to secure the blessings of liberty for tbis and future
generations do ordain and establish this constitution.

Artidt I

.
COMPACT WITH THE UNITED STATES
All provisions of the enabling act of Congress (approved February 22, 1889, 25 Stat. 676), as amended and of Ordinance No.1, appended to the Constitution of tbe state of Montana .and approved
Febrnary 22, 1889, including the agreement and declaration that all
lands owned or held by any Indian. or Indian tribes shall remain
under the absolute jurisdiction
control of the congress of the
United States, continue in full force and effect until revoked by the
consent of the United States and the people of Montana.

Artidt II,

I'

. PROPOSED 19f2CONSH1iIJ,

J

. eties, except for capital offenses; when the proof is evident or the
presumption great.
.
Section 22. EXCESSIVE SANCTIONS. Excessive hail shall not
be required, or excessive fines imposed, or cruel and.ullusual punishments inflicted.
Section 23. DETENTION. No person shall he imprisoned for
the purpose of s:ecuring his testimony in any criminal. proceeding
longer than may be necessary in order to take his deposition. If he
can give security for his appearance at the time of trial,he shall be
discharged lJPOI1 giving. the same; ·if 'he canno.t give. security,. his
deposition shall be·taken in ,the manner provided by law, 'and in the
presence of the accused andhiscounsel, or without their presence,
if they shall fail to attend the examination after reasonable notice of
the time and placethereof.
Section 24. RIGHTS OF THE ACCUSED. In all criruinal prosecutions the pccused shall have the right to appear and defend in
son and by cQunsel; to demand.the nature and cause of the accusation;. to meet the witnesses agaipst him face to-face,;' to have process
to compel the attendance of witnesses in hisbehalf,andaspee(ly
public trial by an'impartialjury of the county or district in which
the offense,is'alleged·to have been committed, subject to the right
of the state to have a change of venue for any of the causes for
which the defendant may obtairi thesame.
Section 25. SELF-INCRIMINATION AND DOUBLE JEOPARDY. No person shall be compelled to testify ;;tgainst himself in. a
criminal proceeding. No person shall· be 'again put· in jeopardy for
the same offense previously tried in any jUrisdictipn.
Section 26. TRIAL BY JURY. The right of trial hy jnry is se"
cured to all and shall remain inviolate. Butupon default of appearance or by consent of the parties expressed in such manner as'the
law may provide, all cases may be tried without a jury or before
fewer than the number of jurors, provided by law; In all civil actions,
two·thirds of the jury may render a verdict, and a verdict so ren·
dered shall have the, same force and effect as if 'all hadconcurred
In all criminal actions, the verdict shall be unanimous,.
Section 27. IMPRISONMENT FOR DEBT. No person shall he
imprisoned for debt except in the manner provided by law, ,upon
refusal to deliver up his estate for the benefit of his creditors, orin
cases of tort, where there is strong presumption of fraud.
Section 28. RIGHTS OF THE CONVICTED. Laws for the pnnishment 'Of crime shall be founded on the principles of 'prevention
and'
Full rights are restored by termination of state
supervision for any offense against the))tate.
Section 29.·EMINENT DOMAIN. Private property shal1 not be
taken or damaged fOf public use without just compensation to the
full extent of the loss having been' first made to or paid into court
for the owner.· In the event of litigation, just compensation shall
'clude necessary expenses of litigation to be awarded by the court
when the private property owner prevails.
Section 30. TREASON AND DESCENT OF ESTATES. Treason
against
state'shall consist only' in levying war against it, 'or in
adhering to its enemies, giving them aid and comfort; no person
.
shall be convicted of treason:except on the testimonyof-iwo witnesses to the same overt act,oron his confession in 'open court; no
person shall be attainted of trea'son' or felony by the legislature; no
conviction shall cause the loss of property to the relatives or heirs of
the convicted. The estates,of suicides shall'descend or vest as in
es of natural death.
'
. Section 31. EX POST FACTO, OBILIGATION OF CONTRf\CTS, AND IRREVOCABLE PRIVILEGES. No ex post facto
Ia:w nor any law impairing the obligation of contracts,
any jrrevocable grant. of special privileges, franchises, or
ties, shall be passed hy the legislatnre.
SectiOn 32. CMLIAN CONTROL OF THE MILITARY. The
military shall always ,be in.strict subordination to·the civil power;
no soldier shall in time of peace be quartered in any house without
the·cop.sent of the owner, nor in time of war, except in the'manner
provided by law:
. .
. .
.
Section 33. IMPORTATION OF ARMED PERSONS. No armed
person or persons or armed body of men shall be
into this
state for the preservation of the peace, or the suppression of domestic violence, except upon th,e applicatioQ of the legislature, or of the
when the legislature cannot be cpnvened.
. Section 34. UNENUMERATEDRIGHTS. The enumeration in
this constitution of certain rights shall' not, be construed to deny,
impair, or disparage others retained by the people,
Section 35. SERVICEMEN, SERVICEWOMEN, AND VETERANS. The people declare. that' Montana servicemen, service-,
women, and veterans may be given special considerations deter- ruined hy the legislature.

DECLARATION OF RIGHTS
Section 1. POPuLAR SOVEREIGNTY. All political power is
vested in at:ld derived from the people. All government of right originates with the people, is 'founded
will only, and is
tnted solely for the good of tbe whole.
Section 2. SELF-GOVERNMENT. Tbe people have the exclnsive right of governing ,themselves as "a free, sovereign, and independent state. They 'may alter or abolish the constitution and form
IIh-I':.U
.
of government whenever .they deem it
alio .
' .
Section 3, INALIENABLE RIGHTS. All persons are born free
Section 2. QUALIFIED ELECTOR. Any citizen of the Unit
and have certain inalienable rights. They include the right to a clean
States 18 years of age or older who meets the registration and r
and healthful environment and the rights 'of pursuing life's basic
dence'requirements provided by Iawis a qualified elector' unless ,
necessities, enjoying and defending their lives and, liberties, acquiris serving a sentence fora felony ina penal institution or is of \l
ing, possessing and protecting prop,erty,' and seeking their safety,
sound mind, as determined by a court. ..
. . '.,
. health and happiness in all lawful ways. In enjoying these rights, all
Section 3. ELECTIONS. The legislature shall provide byla.
·persons recognize corresponding responsibilities,
the requirements for residence, registration, absentee voting, ail
Section 4. INDIVIDUAL DIGMTY. The dignity of the human
administration of elections. It may. provide for a system of. PO:
being is inviolable. No person shall be denied the equal protection
booth registration, and shall insure the purity of elections and gnar
of the laws. Neither the state nor any'person, firm, corporation, or
against abuses of the electoral process;'
.
.' '..):"
institution shall discriminate against any person in the exercise of
Sectiou 4. ELIGIBILITY FOR PUBLIC OFFICEo Any qnali
his civil or political rights on account oerace, color, sex, culture,
fied elector is eligible to any public office except as otherWise prov
social origin or condition, or political or religious ideas.
ided in this constitution. The legislature may provide additioD<.l
Section 5. FREEDOM OF RELIGION. The state shall make no
qualifications but no person convicted of a felony shall be eligiblet
law respecting an eStablishment of religion or'prohibiting the free
hold office until his final discharge from state supervision.
'
exercise thereof.
.
Section 5. RESULT OF ELECTIONS, In all elections held by'
Section 6. FREEDOM OF ASSEMBLY. The people shali have
the people, the person or persons receiving the largest number of
the,'right peaceably to assemble,petition for redress or peac-eabfy
- votes shall be declared elected.
protest governmental action.
,
'
,Sectiou 6. PRIVILEGE FROM ARREST. A qualified elector is'
Section 7. FREEDOM OF SPEECH, EXPRESSION, AND
privileged from arrest at polling places and in, going to and
PRESS. No law shall be passed impairing the freedom of speech or
mg therefrom, unless apprehended in thecol1)mission ofa felony.
expression; Eve;ry person shall be free to speak a! publish
or a breach of the peace;. ' .
, he will on any subject, being responsible for all abuse of that liberty.
In all' suits 'and prosecutions for libel or slander the truth thereof
may be given in evidence; and the jury, under the direction of the
j
court, shall determine the law and the facts.
'THELEGISUTURE
,.
.."
Section 1. POWER AND STRUCTURE. The legislative power
Section 8. RIGHT OF PARTICIPATION. The pnblic has the
right to expect governmental agencies to afford such reasonable
is vested' ina legislature consisting of a senate and a house of
opportunity for citizen participation in the operation' of-the agencies
sentatives. The people
to themselves, the powers of
tive and referendum.
. -,
.
','
'priorJo the final decision as maybe provided by law.
Section 9, RIyHT TO KNOW. No person shali be deprived of
Section 2. SIZE. The size oflhe legislature shall he provided by
law, but the senate shall not have morethan 50 or fewer than40
'the right to' examine documentsor'to observe the deliberations of
members and the hQuse shall not have more than 100 or fewer than
all. public bodies or agencies of 'state government and its subdivisions, except in cases in which the demand of individual privacy
80
..
. .. '. .
.
><;
Section 3. ELECTION ANIJ TERMS. A member of \he house
clearly exceeds the merits of public disclosure.
of representatives shall be elected for a term of two years and ,a
Section 10.1UGHT OF PRIVACY. The right of individual privamember of the senate for'a, term of four years each to begin ana,
cy is essential to the well-being of a free society and shall not be indate provided by law. One-half of the senatorS shall be electedevery:'
'
fringed without the showing of a compelling state interest..
two years.
Section 11. SEARCHES AND SEIZURES. The. people shall be
Section 4. QUALIFICATIONS.· A candidate for the legislatnre
secure in, their persons, papers, homes and effects from unreasonashall bE! resident of the state for at least one year next preceding
- ble searches and seizures. No warrant to search any place, or seize
the general ele<;tion. For six months'next preceding the general
any person or thing shall issue without desl;ribing the place to be
ection,
be a resident of the county if it contains one or
searChed or.the person or thing to be_:seized, or without probable
districts or of the district ifi(contmns all Of, p,q1s'ofmorethanime
cause, supported by oath or affirmation reduced to writing.
county.·, . . , . '
.
.;-"
Section 12. RIGHT TO BEAR ARMS. The right of any person
Section 5. COMPENSATION. Each member of the legislature
to keep or bear arms in defense of his own home, person, and propshall receive compensation for his services and allowances provideij
erty, or in aid of the civil power when thereto legally summoned,
by law.'Nolegislature may fixits own compensation.
'
shall not be called in ,question, but nothing herein contained shall be
Section 6. SESSIONS. The legislature shall be a continn
held to permit the carrying of concealed weapons.
body for two-year periods beginning when newly elected nremb
Section 13. RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE. All elections sh;ill be free
take office. Any business, bill, or resolution pending atadjournm
and open, and no powet,civil or military, shall at any time interfere
of a session shall
over with the same
tQ any other
to prevent the free exercise of the right ofsuffrage.
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
sion:of not more than 60 legislative days. Any legislature may
Section 14. ADUI.T RIGHTS. A person, 18 years of age or older
Section L SEPARATIONOF POWERS. The power of the govcrease the limit on the length of
session. The Ie .
is an adult- for all purposes.
ernment of this state is divided into' three distinct
ture may. be convened in special sessions by, the governor or at
Section 15. RIGHTS OF PERSONS NOT ADULTS. The rights
lative, executive, and judicial. No person,or personscha,rged with
written request of a majority of the members.
of persons under 18 years of age shall include, but not be limited to,
the exercise' of power properly belonging to one branch shall exer- ,
Sectiou 7. VACANCIES. A vacancy in. the legislature shall
all the fundamental rights of this article unless specifically preclud
cise any power properly belonging to either of.the others, except as
filled by special election.for the, unexpired term unless othe .
ed by laws which enhance the protection of such persons.
in this constitution expresslydirected'or permitted..
_
provided hy law.
.
Section 16. TRE ADMIMSTRATION OF JUSTICE. Conrts of
Section 2. CONTINUITY OF GOVERNMENT. The seat of
Section 8. IMMUMTY. A member of the legislatnre is p
justice shall be open to every person, and speedy remedy afforded
government shall be in Helena, except during periods of emergency
.Ieged from arrest during attendance at session of thelegislature
for every' injury of person, property, or character.. No· person shall
resulting from disasters or enemy attack. The legislature may enact
in going to and returning therefrom, unless apprehended in
laws to.· insure, the continuity of government during a period of
of this
redress. for injury incurred in employbe
commission of a felony or a breach of the peace. Heshallnot
, ment for which another person may. be liable except as to fellow
emergency without regard for other provisions ,of
questioned in any other place for-any speech or debate in the I
employees 'and his
employer, who hired him'if',such
They shall he effective only during the period of emergency that
ture.
.
·immediate employer provides coverage under the WOI:kmen's
affects a particular offi-ee or governme'ntal operation.
· Compensation Laws of this state. Right
justice shall be
Section 9. DISQUALIFICATION. No member of the legislat
Section 3.. OATH· OF OFFICE. Memhers of the legislatnre and
shall, during the term for which he shall
elected,be,'
tered withont sale, denial, or delay.
all'executive,ministerial and judicial officers,
and subpointed to. any civil office under the state;,and .no -member·o
Section 17. DUE PROCESS OF LAW. No person shall be describe the follo'Ying oath or affirmation, before they epter upon the
gress,·or other pers.onholding an office (except notary public,
prived of life, liberty, or property withont due process of law.
duties of·their offices·: "I do solemnly, swear (or affirm) that I will
militia) under the United States or this·state, shall be a memb
Section 18. STATE SUBJECT TO SUIT. The state, counties; ci e
support, protect and defend the constitntion of the United States,
the legislature during'his continuance itt-office.,
ties, towns, and all other local goyernmental entities shall have no
and the constitution of the state:ofMontana, and that I will disSectiou 10. ORGAMZATIONAND PROCEDURE. (1)
.
-iiiununity from suit for injury to a person or property. This provicharge the dnties of my omce with fidelity(s" help' me God)." No
sion shall apply only to causes, of action arising after
1, 1973.
house shall judge the election and qualifications of its memb
other oath, declaration, or· test shall be required as a qualification
Section 19..HABEAS CORPUS. The privilege of the writ of . for any office or publictrust.
mayby law vest in the <;ourts the power to try and
habeas corpus shall never be suspended.
"
.
tested elections. Each house shall choose its officers ,from aiDo
Section 4. IMTIATIVE. (1) The people may enactJaws by initiSection 20. INITIATION OF 'PROCEEDINGS, (1) Criminal
. members, keep a journal, ,and make rules, for its procee(lings.
ative on, all matters except appropr.iations. of money.and l()cal ,or
offenses 'within
jurisdiction of any coUrt inferior to the district
house may expel or punish a member for good cause shown wit.
special. laws.
. .
"
.
court shall be prosecuted by complaint. All criminal actions in disconcurrence of two-thirds of all its members.
.
(2) Initiative petitions must contain the full text of the proposed
trict court, except thQse on appeal, shall be prqsecuted either by
(2) A majority of each house constitutes a qqorum.A s
measure, shall be signed by at least five per cent of the qualified
info"rmation, after· examination and commitment by a magistrate or
number may, adjl)urn from' day' to day. and compel attenda
electors in each of at least one-third of the legislative representative
after leave granted by the court, .or by indictment without such'
absent members.
districts and the totaJ. number of signers must beat least five per
examination, commitment or leave.
(3) The sessions 'of the legislature, and of the ,committee
ceutof the total qualified electors of the state. Petitions shall be
'---( (2) A .grand jury slllillconsist of eleven persons, of whom eight
whole, all committee meetings, and all hearings shall be open
·filed with the secretary of state at least three months'prior the
must concur to find an indictment. A grand jury shall be drawn and
.
...
public.
election atwhich the measure Will be voted
.'
\
summoned only at the discretion and order ofthe district judge.
(4) The legislatnremay. estahlish a legislative conIlcil and
(3)" .The sufficiency of .the -initiative petition shall not be ques-.
iuterim. committees., The
',Section 210. BAIL. All persons, shall bebailahle hy snfficient snr,
,shall' establiSh
,tioned alter the election is held. ',.
'
'" ' . "
, .
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committee which shall s1JPervise post-auditing duties
provideQ by law.
. .. (5) Neither house shall, without the consent of the other, adjourn.,or·recess, for more than three days or to any place other than
thai in which the two houses are sitting.
Section II. BILLS. (I) A law shall be passed by bill whicb sball
am
d on its passage through the legislature
to .ch,ange its
ina
rpose: 0 b·
become law except by
d voting. ' islature on each subinittee, or in commitpublic. On final pasand the names en-
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'
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have the duties and powers provided, by
.
(5) The superintendent of public instruction and the auditor
shall have such duties as are provided by law.
Section 5, COMPENSATION. (1) Office" of the executive
.
branch shall receive salaries provided by law.
(2) During his term, no elected officer of the executive branch
for services
may hold another pUblic office or receive
from any other governmental agency. He may be a candiate for any
.,
public office dUring his term.
Section 6. VACANCY IN OFFICE. (111flhe office ollieutenant
governor becomes, vacant by his succession to the office ofgover·
nor, or by his death,
or
as determined by law,
the governor shallappomt a qualified person to serve in that office
for the remainder of the'term. If both the elected governor and the
elected lieutenant governor become unable to serve in the office of
governor, succession to the respective offices shall be as provided
by law for the period until the next general election. Then, a governor andlieutenant governor shall be elected to fill the remainder of
the.original term.
ppropriaUon bill shall cpntain only appropria(2) If the. office of secretary of state, attorney general, auditor,
ary penses of the legislative, executive, and juor superintendent, of public instruction becomes vacant by death,
mterest ou the public debt, and for public
resignation,or disability as determined ,by law, ,the-governor shall
schoo, . Eveiy ot er appropriation shall be made by a separate bill, '
appoint a qualified person to serve in that office until the next gencontaining but one subject.
eral election and until a successor is elected arid qualified. The per, (5) No appropriation shall be made for religious, charitable,
a vacancy shall- hold
office until the expiration
son elected
. I, ucational, or benevole
ryoses to any private indi:-:
of the term for which his predecessor was elected.
Section 7. 20.DEPARTMENTS. All executive and administraasso;atiO: r:
poration not under c
.,n.tr:1
: t .•
l tive offices, boards, bureaus,
agencies and
of, the executive
(except for the, office of governor,
liE7utenant governor" secretary of state" attorney general,
.
S
.
tendent of public instruction, and au<titior), and their, respective
sp
0
functions; powers, and duties; shall be allQCated by. law among not
an be made, applicable.
.
"
more than 20 princjpal
so as to provide an orderly ar. Section 13. IMPEACHMENT. (1) The governor, executiveoffirangement in the administrative organization, of state government.
cers? heads of state departments, judicial officers, and such other
Temporary commissions may be established by law and need not be
officers as may" be provided by law are subject to impeachment, and
allocated within a department.
,
upon conviction shall be removed fror;n office. Other proceedings
Section 8. APPOINTING POWER. (11 The departments provtdfor removal from public office for cause may bepro-vided by law.
ed for in section 7 shall be under ·the supervision of the governor.
. , (2) Thelegislature shall provide for the manner, procedure, arid
Except as otherwise'provided in this ,constitution or"by law"each
causes for impeachmentand may select the senatea!i tribunaL
department shall be headed by a single executive appointed by the
. '(3) Impeachment shall be brought oniy by a two-thirds vote of
governor subject to confirmation by the senate to hold office until
.. the house. The tribunal hearing the charges shall convict only by a
the end of
governor"s term unless sooner removed by the gover'
,
'
.'
nor.
vote of two-thirds or more of its members:
(2) The governor shall appoint, subject to confirmation by the
(4) Conviction shall extend only to removaUrom office, 'but the
senate" all officers provided for in this constitution or by law whose
. party, whether convicted or acquitted, shall also be liable to proseappointment or election is not otherwise provided for. They shall
cutionaccording to l a w . '
hold office until the end of the governor's term unless sooner reSection 14. DISTRICTINGAND APPORTIONMENT. (11 The
moved by the governor.
;::state,shallbedivided into. as many districts as, there are members of
(3) Ifa vacancy-occurs in,any such office when the legislature is
.the house, .and each, district, shall elect one,
Each
not in session, the governor sha-;':' appoint a qualified, person to dissenate district shall 'be composed of two adjoining h,ouse, districts,
charge thE! duties thereof until the office is filled by appointment
and shall elect one senator. Each district 'shall consist of compact
and confirmation.
'
districts shall be as nearly" equal in
and contiguous. territory.'
(4) A person notconfirrried by the.senate for an office shall not,population as is practicable.
(2) In the legislative session following ratification of this constiexcept at its request be nominated again for that office at the same
or be appointed to that offic;e when the legislature is noUn
in each session preceding. each federal
tution and
sessIOn.
lion census, a commission of five citizens, none of whom may be
Section 9. BUDGET AND MESSAGES. The governor shall at
public officials, shall be selected to prepare a plan for redistricting,
the beginning of each legislative,sessi9n, and may at other times,
and reapportioning the state into legislative and congressional,disgive the legislature. information and recommend measures he consitricts. The majority and'minority leaders of each house shall each
ders necessary. The governor shall submit to the legislature.'ata
ciesignate one commiS'sioner, Within 20 days after their designation,
time fixed by law, a budget for the ensuing .fiscal period. setting
the four commissioners shall, select the fifth member, who shall
forth in detail for all operating funds the proposed expenditures and
serve as chairman of the commission. If the four members fail to
estimated revenue of the state"
.
select the fifth member within the time prescribed, a majority of
Section 10. VETO POWER, (1) Each bill passed by the legislathe supreme court shall select him.
ture, except bills proposing amendments to the Montana .constitu(3) The commission shall submit its pla,nto the legislature at
tion, bills ratifying proposed amendments to the United States
. the first regular session after its'appointment or'after the census
stitution, resolutions, and initiative and referendum measures, shall
figures are available" Within '30 days after submission, the legislabe submitted. to the governor for his signature. If he does not sign or
ture shall return the plan to the commission with its recommenda-.
veto the bill within five days alter its delivery to him if the1egislations, Within 30 days thereafter, the commission shall file its final
ture is in session or within 25 days if the legislature is adjourn,ed, it,
plan with the secretary of state and it shall become law. The comshall become law. The governorshall return a vetoed bill to
:'i, misSion is then dissolved.
islature with a statement of his reasons therefor.
(2) The governor may return any bill to the legislature .with his
recommendation for amendment. If the legislatllrepasses the bill in
accordance with the governor's recommendation, it. shall againreTHE ExECUTIVE
turn the bill to the governor for his reconsideration. The governor
\'
Sectioril."OFFICERS. {ll The executive branch includes a
shall not return a bill for amendment a second time.
ernor, lieutentant governor, secretary of .state,attorney general,
(3) If after receipt of a veto message, twp-thirds of the members
<superintendent 'of public instruction, and auditor.
'
present approve the bill, it shall become law.
;;
(2) Each holds office fora term of four years
begins on
(4) If the legislature is not in session wh-en the governor vetoes
the first MondaY,of January next succeeding election, and'until'a
a bill, he shall return the bill with his reasons therefor to the legisla:':',successor is elected and qualified.,
,
ture as provided by law. The legislature may reconvene to,'reconsi,;,.·,(3) Each shall reside at the seat of gov,ernment, there keep the
der any bilbso vetoed.
,
.
'
';.' pUblic, records' of his office, and perform such other duties as are
(5) The governor may veto items in appropriation bills, andin
w'provided in this constitution and by law.
such instances the procedure shall, be the same as upon veto of an
\/ . Section 2. ELECTION. (1) The governor, lieutenant governor,
entire bill. .
F:secI'etary of state, attorney general" sQperintendent of, pqblic instruction, and auditor shall be elected by the qualified electors at a
'Section 11. SPECIAL SESSION. Whenever the governor consi,
;:,,general election provided bylaw.
ders it in the public interest, he may convene the legislature.
Section 12. PARDONS. The governor may.grant reprieves,
b,:-:' (2) Each
for governor shaU file jointly with a candicommutations and pardons, restore citizenship, and sllSpend and
>,;,:<iatefor lieutenant governor in 'primary elections, or so otherwise
remit fines'and
to procedures provided.by law.
,:comply with nomination procedures provided by law that the offSection 13. :MILITIA. (0 The governor is
and lieutenant governor arevoted.upon together in
of tbe militia forces'ofthe state, except when they are in the. actual
\/,primary and general elections.
service of the United States. ,He may call out any part or all of the
, Section 3. QUALIFICATIONS. (1) No person shall be eligible to
forces to aid 'in the' execution of the laws, suppress ,insurrection,
office of governor, lieutenant.governor, secretary ofstate, attorrepel invasion, or protect life and property in naturaldisasters.
Yrneygeneral, superintendent of public instruction; or auditor unless
(2) The militia, forces shall consist of ;ill able-bodied citizens of .
is.25 years of age or older at thetime of his election. In addition,
the state except those exempted bylaw,
I':;each shall be a citizen 'of the United States who has resided within
SeCtion 14. SUCCESSION. (1) IUhe governor,elect is disq1lilliAihe state two years next precel;ling his election.
fied or dies, the lieuteMnt
qualifying for the
:;
(21 Any person with the foregoing qualifications is eligible to
office, shall become governor for the full term. If the governor-elect
""the office of attorney general if an attorney in' good
admitfails to ,assume office for any other reason, the li,eutenant
to practice law in Montana who has engaged in the active pracat least five years before
.
elect upon qualifying assuch shall serve as acting governor until the
The superintendent of public instruction shall have such
governor elect is able,to assume office or until the,.office becomes
vacant.
.
qualifications as are provided by law.
(2) The lieutenant governor shall serve as acting governor when
f:Y';F;' Section 4. DUTIES. (1) The executive power is vested in the
so requested' in writing by' the governor. After the governor has
who shall see, that the laws are faithfully executed. He
been absent from, the, state for more than 45 consecutive days, the
A§haQhave such other duties as are provided in this constitutionand
,lieutenant governor shqU serve as acting governor.
'
.
(3) He shall serve as acting governor when ,the governor is so
ltif:;:,;\(2): The lieutenant governor shall perform the duties provided
disabled as to be unable 'to cOlnmunicate to the lieutenant governor
*:py'lawand those delegated to him.bY the governor. No power spethe fact of his inability to perform the duties of his office. The
"c,i.fically vested in the governor by this eonstitution may be
tenant governor shall continue to serve as' actinggovet:nor until the
the lieutenant governor.
governor is able to resume the duties ofhis office. ,
.
(3) The secretary of state shall maintain official records of the
(4) Whenever, at any other time, the
governor and
and of the.acts of the legislature, as provided by
attorney general transmit to the legislature their written declaration
He shall keep the great seal of the state of Montana and peris unable, to
the powers and duties of his
other duties provided 'by law, ,
'.
.- that the
shall
whe_ther lle is ,able
jfmlt) /l'M attorney general is the legal Qffiaer of the state and shall, ., ,
,
,.
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to do so.'
,
(5) If the
within 21 <lays alter convening, determines
by two-thirds votepf,its members that the 'governor is unable to discharge the powers, anc:I duties of his office, t1.telieutenantgovernor
shall serve as acting governor. Thereafter, when the governor transto the legislature his written declaration that no, inability. exists, ,he shall resume the powers and duties of his office within 15
days, unless the legislature determines otherwise by two-thirds vote
of l'lembers. If the legislature so determines, the J,ieutenant governo,,'llhaU continue to serve as acting gQvernor.
(6) If the office of governor becomes vacant by reason of death,
resignation, or disqualification" the lieutenant, governor shall become governor for the remainder. of the term, except as provided in
this constitution.
{7} Additional succession to fiilvacancies shall be provided by'
. .
law.
(8) When there is'a vacancy in the office of governor, thesuccesthe governor. The acting governor shall have the,powers
sor
and duties of the office of governor only for the, period during which
he serves.
.
.
Section 15. INFORMATION FORGOYERNOR. (11 The gover'
nor may require information in writing, ,under oath when required,
from. the officers of the execlltive branch upon any subject relating
.
to the duties of their respective' offices,
(2) He may require information in writing, under oath, from all
officers and managers of state institutions.
(3) He may appoint a committee to investigate and report to
him upon the condition of any executive office or state

Artftlt VII
THE.JUDICIARY
Section I. JUDICIAL POWER. The judicial power of the state
is vested in one,'supreme court, district ,courts', justice courts, and
such other courts as may be provided by law.
.
Section 2. SUPREME COURT JURISDICTION. (1) The sUpreme court' has appellate jlirisdiction"and may 'issue, 'hear, and
determine writs appropriate thereto. It'has'original jurisdiction tQ,
issue; hear, and determine, writs, of' habeas corpus and such other
writs as may be provided by law.
(2) has. general supervisorycolltrol over all other courts.
(3) It milY make'rules,;governing appellate procedure, practice
and procedureJorallother courts;adrriission to the bar and the
conduct of its members. Rules of procedure shall be subject to disapproval ,by the legislature in either of the two sessioItsfollowing
promulgation.
(4}Supremecourt 'process shall extend to all parts of the state.
Section 3. SUPREME COURT ORGANIZATION. (1) The supremecourt consists of one 'chief justice and four justices, but the
legislature may increase thenumber of justices from four to six. A
majority shall join -in and pronounce decisions, which must be in
writing. , "
(2) A district judge shall be substituted for the.chief justice or a
justice in the event of disqualification or disability, and the opinion
of the district judge sitting with the supreme court shall have the
sa'rne effect as an opinion of a justice.
Section 4. DISTRICT COURT JURISDICTION. (1) The district
court has original jurisdiction in all criminal cases amounting to fe:lony and all civil matters and cases at law and in equity. It may issue'
all writs apprppriate to' its jurisdiction. It shall have the power of.
naturalization and such additional jurisdiction as may be delegated
by theJaws of the United States or the state of Montana. Its pr--6cess
shall extend to all partsof the state.
.
(2) The district court shall hear appeals from inferior courts as
trials anew unless otherwise provided by law. The legislature may
provide for direct review by the district conrt of decisions of admin:..'
istrative agencies.
.
(3) Other courts may have jurisdiction of"criminal cases not
amounting to felony and such jurisdiction concurrent with that of
the district court as may be provided by law.
Section 5. JUSTICES OF THE PEACE. (1) There shall be electjustice of the peace witb,
ed in each county ,at least
tions, training, and monthly compensation provided by law. There
shall be provided'such facilities -that they may perform their duties
',,'
in dignified surroundings. , ,
'
(2) Justice courts shall have such originaljurisdietion as may be
provided by law. They shall not have trial jurisdiction in any crimi- t
nal case designated a felony except as examining courts.
. (3) The legislature may provide fOr additional justices of the
peace in,eachcounty.. _ . / . ,
.
Section 6, JUDICIAL DISTRICTS. (1) The legislature shall divide the state into judicial districts and provideJor the number of
judges in each district. Each district shall be formed of compact
territory and be bounded by county lines.
(2) The legislature, may change the number and boundaries of
judicial districts and the number ofjudges in each district, but no
change in boundaries or the number of, districts or judges therein
shall work a removal of any judge from ,office during, the term -for
which he was elected or appointed.
(3) The chief justice may, upon request of the district judge,
assign district judges and ot,her judges for temporary service from
one district to another,. and from one county to another.
Section 7. TERMS AND PAY. (1) All justices and judges shall
be paid as provided by law, but salaries shall not be diminished during terms of office.
(2) Terms of office shall be. eight years Jor supreme court
tices, six years for district court judges, four year:s for justices,of the
peace, and as provided by law for other judges.
,Section 8. SELECTION. (1) The governor shall'rlOminafea
placement from nominees selected in the manner providE!d by law
for any vacancy in the office of supreme court justice or district
court judge. If the governor fails to nominate within thirty days aft
er receipt of nominees; the chief justice or acting chief justice shall
make the nomination. Eachnominatioll;shallbecou.firmed'.by the
senate, but a nomination made while :thesenate is not:in 'session
as an appointment-until, ,theEmd of the ,next sesshall be
sion.1f the nomination Is not c.onfirmed, the office shall, be yacant
and another selection and nomination shall be made.
(2) If; at the first election
and ,at the
election ,bef,?re each succeeding· term of offir;e,any calldidate other
than the incumbent justice or district judge files for election to that.
office, thellame of theincumbent shall.be placedontheballot. If
there is no election 'contest for the office,
bent shall nevertheless be placed· on t,he.generalelection ballot to
allow voters of thestateor district to a'pprove or reject him'. If an
incumbent is rejected, another selection and nomination'shall be
,.,,',
,,':'"'.,'"
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office.
. .
Section 9. QUALIFICATIONS. (1) A citizen of the United States
who has resided in·the state two.years immediately before taking
office is_elig!ble to the_ office of supreme court justiCe or .district
- court judgeif admitted to the practice of law in Montana for at least
five years prior to thEl date of appointment or election. Qualifications,.and 'methods of selection. of judges of other courts shall be
provtded by iaw. '
(2) No sqpreme court justice or. districtcourt judg'e shall solicit
or receive compensation in any form whatever on accountof his off- .
ice, except salary and actual necessary travel expense.
(3) Except as .otherwise provided in this cons.titution, -no supreme court justice or4istriet court judge shall practice law during
his term of office, engage in any other employment for which salary
odee is paid, or hold office in a political party.
(4) Supreme court justices shall reside within the state..Every
other.judge shall reside during his term of office in the district,
county, township, precinct, city or town in which he isel¢Ctedor
appointed.
,
Section 10. FORFEITURE OF JUDICIAL POSITION. Any
holder of a judicial position forfeits that position by either filing for
an. elective public office other than a judicial prosition or absenting
himself from the state for more than 60 consecutive days.
AND DISCIPLINE. (1) The legislatnre
.Section 11.
shall create a judicial standards comlllission consisting of five perof two district judges,
sons and provide forthe appointment
one attorney, and two citizens who are neither judges nor attorneys.
(2) The commission shall investiRate. complaints, make rules
implementing this' section, and keep .itsproceedings confidential. It
may subpoena witnesses and documents:
(3) Upon recommenaatTOIl- OC tlie- 'commissIon, the supreme
court may:
(a) Retire any justice or judge for disability that seriously interferes with the performance of his duties and is or may become per.
manent; o r .
(b) CeJ.1sure, suspend, or remove any justice or judge.forwillful
misconduct in,office, willful and persistent failure to perform his
_C- duties, or habitual intemperance.

(b) Bonds of the United,States or other secnrities fullygnaranteed as to principal and interest by the United States, or
(c) Such other safe investments bearing a fixed rate of interest
as may be provide!! by law.
Section 14. PROHIBITED PAYMENTS. Except for interest on
the public debt, no money shall be paid out of the treasury unless
upon an appropriation made by law and a warrant drawn by the
.
proper_officer in pursuance thereof.

.:\ . .I t',lX,
.nt'IJ.l..

board of trustees to be elected as provtded by law.
Section 9. BOARDS OF EDUCATION. (1) There is a state

board of education composed of the board ofregents of higher edo,:,
cation and the boardof,publiceducatioiI.
__
_ It is responsible for long-range planning, and for coordinating
and evalQating policies and programs for the state'seducati()nal systems. It shall submit unified _budget requests. A 'tie-yate at any
meeting may be broken by the governor, who iJ;-a,n

ber of each component board.
(2) (a) The government and. control of the.Mohtana university
system is vested. in a board of' regents of higher educfltion which

shall have full power, responsibility, and authority to supervise,
ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES
Section 1. PROTECTION AND IMPROVEMENT" (1) The state. coordinate, manage and control the Montana university system and
and each person shall maintain .aildimprove 3-cleanand healthful shallsllpervise and coordinate other ,public educational institutions
assigned by law.. .
.
..
.'
.".
.'
environment in Montana for present and.future generations;
(2) Thelegislature shaU provide for the administration and
(b) The board.consists of seven members appointed by thegovforceJ:11ent of this duty..
" ._
ernor, and confirmed by-the senate, to overhipping terms, as'proV'id(3) The legislature: shall provide adequate rertledies for theed by law. The governor and
of
instruc:tion
protection of the environmental life support system from degrada- are ex officio nem-voting members of the board.
(c) The board shall appoint a commissioner of higher education
tion and provide adequate remedies to prevent unreasonable deple-:
tion and degradation of natural resources.
and prescribe his term and duties.
(d) The fnnds and appropriations nnder the control of the board
Section 2. RECLAMATION. All lands disturbed by the taking of
natural resources shall be reclaimed. The legislature shall provide of regents are subject to the same audit provisions as are all other
effective requirements and -standards for the .reclamation. of lands state funds.
'
disturbed.
.
,
(3) .(a) There is a board of pUblic education to exercise general
Section 3. WATER RIGHTS. (1) All existing rights to the use of supervision over the pnblic school system and snch other public
any waters for any useful or beneficial purpose' are hereby recog- educational institutions as may be assigned bylaw. Other duties of
nized and confirmed.
the board sha}l be provi!led by law.
(2) The
of' all water that is noW or.may hereafter be
The board consists of seven members appointed by thegovpriatedJor sale, rent, distribution, or other beneficial use, the right €ornor;' and confirmed by the senate, to overlapping terms as providof way oVer' the lands· of others for :all ditches,. dr.ains, flumes,. can- ed· ·by.law. The govern.or, commissioner· 'of' ltighereducatioD. and
als, and aqueducts .necessarily used .in connection. therewith, and sta.tesnperintenden.t of public,· instruction' shall be'ex officio rionthe sites for:reservoirs necessary' for collecting .
storing. water voting members of the board.
Section 10. STATE UNIVERSITY FUNDS. The funds of the
shall be held to be a public use. . .
(3) All surface,. underground;-flood,. and atmospheric. waters Montana university system and of all' other state' institutions of
within the boundaries of the state are the property of the state for learninR, from' whatever source accruing, shall' forever remain .inthe·useof its people and are subjecUo appropriation for beneficial violate and sacred -to the purpose for which they were dedicated:
.".
.
'._
The various. funm;"shall.be respectively.invested under such regulauses.as provided by law. .
(4) The legislature shall provide for the administration; control, tions as may be
by )aw, and ,shall be guaranteed by the
and regulation of water
and shall establish a system of cen- ,state against loss or diversion. The interest from such'. invested
,.:'\<
Jl
tralizedrecords, in addition to the present system of local records. " funds; together with the rent from leased
or'properties,shall '
REVENUE AND FINANCE
Seetion 4. CULTURAL RESOURCES. The legislature shall be devoted to the lOaintenance and perpetuation of the respeCtive
Section L TAX PURPOSES..Taxes shall be .levied by general provide. for the identification; acquisition, restoratil';m, enhance-- institutions...
_
Section' 11. PUBLIC
TRUST, DISPOSITION. (1) All
laws for public purposes.
ment, preservation, and administration of scenic" historic,:arc;:heoSection 2. TAX POWER' INALIENABLE. The power to tax logic, scientific,
and recreational areas, sites, records and lands of the state that-have been 'or may be granted by congress,' or·
shall never be surrendered, suspended, o:r contracted away .
objects,
for their use and enjoyment by the people.
acquired, by giftt?r grantor devise from anypetson or. corporation;
.
Section 3. PROPERT¥TAX ADMINISTRATION. The state
shall be pnblic lands of the state. They shall be held in trnst for the,
shall appraise, assess, and ',equalize' the valuation of all property
,.:'\<
.lr
people, to be disposed of as hereafter· provided,for the respective,;
which is to be taxed in the manner provided by law.
EDUCATION AND PUBLIC LANDS
purposes for which they have been or may be granted, donated or
. ,
4. EQUAL VALUATION. All taxing jnrisdictions shall
Section I. EDUCATIONAL GOALS AND, DUTIES. (1) It is the devised.
uSe the assessed valuation of property established by the state.
goal oUhe people to establish a system of education which will de-(2) No such land or any estate or interestther,ein shall ever·be
Section 5. PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTIONS. (1) The legisla- velop the fnll educational potentialof each person. Eqnality of edu- disposed of except in poisnance of generallaws providing for such
disposition, or until the full' market value. of the estate· or interest
ture may exempt from taxation:
cational opportunity isguaranteetlto each person of the state.
(a) .Property of the United States, the state, counties, cities,
(2) The state recognizeS the distinct and unique cultural- heri- disposed of, ·to be ascertained in such manner as may be provided
to the state.
towns, school districts, municipal corporations, and public libraries, tage 'of the American Indians and is committed in its educational by law; has'been paid
goals to the preservation oftheir cultural integrity.
(3) No land which the -state holds by grant from the United
but any private interestin such property may be taxed separately.
(b) Institutions of purely public charity, hospitals and places of
(3) The legislature shall provide a basic system' of free quality States which prescribes. the: manner of disposal and minimum price
burial not used or held for private or corporate profit, places for public elementary .and secondary schools. The legislature. may pro- shall be disposed ofexcepHn the mannerandfor atleastthe price
for educa- vide such. other educational institutions" public libraries, andeduca-' prescribed without the consent of-the United States.
actual religious worship, and property used
tional purPoses.
tionalprograms as it deems desirable. It shalUund and distribute in
(4) All public land ·shallbe cIassifiedby the-boardof land com(c) Any other classes of property.
an equitable manner to the school· districts the state's shar.e of the missioners in' a manner provided by law. Any public land may be
(2) The legislature
creation of SPecial "improve-: cost of the basic elementary and secondary schoolsystem.
exchanged ·forother land; public or private, which is equal in valu,e
ment districts for capital improvement.sand the maintenance thereSection2. PUBLIC SCHOOL FUND. The public school fund of and, as closely as possible, equal in area.
'of. It may authorize·.the assessment of
for such improve'- the 'state shall consist'of: (1) Proceeds from the school lands wnich
..:\
ments'and maintenance.against tax exempt property directly,bene- have been or may hereafter be granted by the United Sta.tes,
,.:'\<.
fited thereby. '
,
,
(2) Lands granted in lieu thereof,
,
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(3) Lands given or granted by any person or corporationnnder
Section 1. DEFINITION. The term "local government units"
Section 6. IIIGHWAY REVENUE NON-DIVERSION. (1) Revenue from gross vehicle weight fees' and excise and license taxes any law or. grant ofthe United States,
includes, but"is not limited to, counties and incorporated cities and
(except general sales and use. taxes) on gasoline, fuel, and other en·
(4) All other. grants of land or money made' from the United towns. Other lQcalgovemment units may be established by law.
Section 2. COUNTIES. The counties ·of. the state are those that
ergy sources used: to propel. vehicles on public highways Shall be states for general educational purposes or without special purpose,
(5) All interests in estates, thates.cheatto the state,
exist on the date of ratification .of this ,constitution. No county
used as authorized by the legislature, after deduction of statutory
(6) All unclaimed shares and dividends of any corporation in- boundary may be changed or county seat transferred until approved
refunds and adjustments, solely for: .
(a) Payment of obligations' incurred· for construction, recon- corporated in the state,
by a majority, of those voting' on the question in each county affect(7) All other grants, gifts, devises or bequests madet-o the state ed.
struction, repair, operation, and maintenance of public highways,
.
for general educational pnrposes.
.
Section 3. FORMS OF
(1) The legislatnre
streets, roads, and bridges.
(b) Payment of county, city, and town obligations on streets,
SeCtion 3 PUBLIC SCHOOL FUND INVIOLATE. The pnblic shall provide methods for governing local government units and _
,- 1
roads, and bridges'.
. .:
'
,
school fund shall forever remain ,inviolate, guaranteed by. the state procedures for·' incorporating, classifying,. merging, consolidating,
(c)
of liighway safety, driver education, touriSt against loss or diversion.
.
.
and dissolving such units, and altering their boundaries. The legislapromotion, and administrative .collection costs.
Section 4. BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS. The gover- ture shall. provide such optional or ,!lternative forms of government
(2) Such revenue may be appropriated for. other purposes by a nor,
of public instruction, auditor, secretary of that each unit or combination of units may adopt,amend, orabag- ,
three-fifths vote of the members ,of each house of the legislature.
state, and attorney general constitute the board of land commission- don
optional or alternative form by a majority of those voting on
',..
_
.'
"
Section 7. TAXAJlPEALS. The legislature shall provideinde- ers.1t has the authority to direcf, control, lease, exchange;andsell._ the question. '.'
pendent appeal procedures for taxpayer grievances about apprais- school lands and lands which have been or may be granted for the
(2) One optional form of county government includes, but is not
als,· assessments, equalization, and taxes. Tbe legislature shall in- supp'ort, and benefit of the various state. educational institutions, limited to, the election of thi'ee county commissioners, a clerk
elude a review procedure at the local government unit level.
under such regulations and restrictions as may be provided by law.
recorder, a clerk of district court, a county attorney, a sheriff, a
Section 5. PUBLIC SCHOOL FUND REVENUE. (1) Ninety- treasurer, a snrveyor, a connty snperintendent of schools, an assesSection 8. STATE DEBT. No state debt shall be created nnless
aQi,horized by a two-thirds vot,e ofth.emembersofeach house of the five percent of all the interest received on thepublic'school,fund sor, a coroner, and a public administrator. The terms, qualifica':
legislature or a majority. of the electors_ voting thereon. No state and. ninety.five .percent of all rent received from the leasing of. ti()ns, duties, and comp'ensation'of tbose offices shall
debt shall be crea.ted to cover.deficits incull'ed because appropria- school lands and all other income from the public school fUIl d shall law. The Board of 'county commissioners. may consolidate two or
tions exceede4 anticipated revenue.
be equitably apportioned annually to public elementary an,dsecond- ,more sll.choffices. The Boards of two or more.counties may provide
.
-for a joint office and for the election of one official to perform the
Section 9. BALANCED BUDGET. 'A.ppropriations by theJegis- ary school diStricts as provided by law.
lature shall not exceed anticipated revenue.
(2) The remaining five percent of all interestreceived on the duties of any such offices in those counties.
Section ·4. GENERAL POWERS. (I) A local government unit
Section 10. LOCAL GOVERNMENT DEBT. The legislatnre pnblic school fund, and the remaining five percent of all rent relimit debts of counties, cities, towns,
all other local ceived from the leasing of school lands. and
from without seU·gqvernment powers hasthefollowing general powers:
shall by
.'
the public school.fund shal!- annually be added to the public school
(a) An incorporated city or town has the powers of a municipal
governmental entities. . :. -' .
, Section 11. USE OF LOAN PROCEEDS. All money borrowed fund and become and forever remain an inseparable and inviolable corporaUon arid legislative, adIninis,trative, and.other-powers proybyoron behalf of the state or any county, city, town,or other local p a r t t h e r e o f . ' ·
ided or implied bylaw..
,
.'
governmental entity shall be nsed only fOr pnrposes specified in the. . Section 6. AID PROHIBITED .TO SECTARIAN SCHOOLS., (I)
(b) A connty has iegislative, administrative, and other powers
authorizing law.
The legislature; counties, cities, towns; school districts, and public proV'ided9r implied by law.
."
Section 12. STRICT ACCOUNTABll.ITY. The legislature shall corporations shall not make any direct or. indirect appropriation Or
(c) Other local government units have-powers
by law.
(2) The powers of incorporated citiesand towns and counties
by law insure strict accountabilityof all revenue received and mon· payment fromany'publicfund or monies, or any grant of lands or
ey spent by the state and counties,cities, towns, and all othei' local other property for .any sectarian purpose.or to aid any church, shall be liberally construed.. :
,
school, acadelOY, selOinary, coHege, university, or other literary or
Section 5. SELF.(;OVERNMENT CHARTERS. (1) The legislagovernmentalentities.
Section 13. INVESTMENT OF PUBLIC FUNDS...(l) The legis- scientific institution, controlled in ,whole or in part by any, church, ture shall provide procedures permitting a local government unitor
lature shall
for a unified. investment program for, public sect, or denomination.
combination. of units to' frame;. adopt, amend, revise, or abandon a
therefor, including supervision of invest(2) This section shall not apply to
from federal:sourc:es
charter with the approval of a majority of those
funds and provide
.ment of surplus funds of·allcounties, cities,- towns, and other local provided to the state for the express ,purpose of ,distribution' to non:- voting on the question. The procedures shall not require approval of
.
a charter by a legislative body.
governmental entities; Each fund formiriga part of the unified in- public education.
Section 7. NON-DISCRIMINATION IN EDUCATION. No reli(2) U the legislatnre does not proVide snch procednres by Jnly 1,
vestment program shall be .eparately identified. Except for monies
contributed to retireQlentfunds, 'no public funds shall beinvested in gious ·or partisan test or qualification shall be required of any teach- 1975, they may be established by election either:
The investment program shall be er or student
condition of admission into any public educational
(a) Initiated by petition in the local government un!t or
private corporate capital
audited at least annually and a report thereof submitted to thegov- institution. Attendance shall not be required at any religiousserv..' nation of units; or
,
ern-or and legislature.
ice. No sectarian tenets shall be advocated in any public educational
(b) Called by
governing body of the local government unit
(2) The public school fund andthe pennanent-funds of the Mon- institution of the state. No p'erson shall be refused admission to any or combination of units.
-.(3) .Charfer .provisions establishing executive, legislative,. and
tana univ.ersity system and ..all other state instibitions of learning public. educational institution on account of sex, race, creed, religion, political beliefs, or national origin.
structure and organization are'superior to statutory
shall be_safely and conservatively investedin:
,
(a)
of the state, its subdivisions, local governSection 8. SCHOOL DISTRICT TRUSTEES. The supervision provisions.
,. ,
' ,. , ' "
"""
" ment
l!istrlctS,Wlthin
or,
'and'controhf schools in ,each school·district ·shall be veste<! in 'a '! !Sectioni6. SELF.(;OVERNMENT POWEllS. A
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of the legislative body determining the DlImber of delegafes.
whole, aU committee meetings, and.all hearings shall be open to. the
wer not prohibited by this constitution, law, or charter, This
Section 5, CONVENTWN EXPENSES, The legislature shall, in public,
'
• "
'
t II' th
'
t"
d -, - t th d
h
d I
f
(4) The legislature' may establish a legislative council and
th
ant 0f se1f-government powers may be extended to 0th er 1Deal
e ac ca mg e conven IOn j eslgna e e ay, our, an pace 0
terim committees. The legislature shall est,ablish tz legislative post-augovernment units through
forms of government provided its m¢eting, and fix and provide for the pay of its members and offi- .dit committee which shall supervise post.auditing duties provided by
'for in section 3.
cers.and the necessary:expenses of the convention., ' l a w .
"
Section 7. INTERGOVERNMENTAL COOPERATION. (1)
Section 6. OATH, VACANCIES. Before proceeding, the deleSection 11 BILLS. (l) A law shall be passed bv bill which shall not
,:'. ynless prohibited by law or charter, a local government unit may
gates shall take the, 9ath provided in this constitution. Vac,ancies be so altered or amended on its passage throug/i the legislature
to
(a) cooperate in the exercise of any function, power, or respon- occurring shall be filled in the manner provided for filling vacancies change its originalllurpose. No bill shall become'law except by a vote
g
with,
.
_'
.'. .
.'
in the legislature if not otherwise provided by law. .
of th(2e) "'Eajority of afl mehmbers Pbresent anhd votbin . .
'. h
' ..,,-'1/·.,,
(b) bar h
'
I
'
I 'I"
,h
. Section 7. CONVENTION DUT,IES. The convention shall meet
very vote 0 eac mem er on eac su stantwe questwn m t e
s e t e ServICes 0 any offIcer or aCllhes WIt, ' 1' h I
h
d
I
legislature. in any committee. or in 'committee of the whole shall be
'(C) transfer or delegate any function, power, responsibility, or a ter tee ection of t e delegates an prepare such revisions, a ter- recorded'and made public. On final
the vote shall be taken by
;if#:;;: duty oJ any officer to one or more other local government units, .ations, .or amendments- to the constitution as may be deemed neces- ayes and noes and the names entered on the journal.
f"t»schQol districts, the state; or the United States.
sary. They shall be submitted to the qualified electors ,for ratifica(3) Each bill. except general appropriation bills and bills for the
Ii:!::
(2) 'J'he qualified electors of a local government unit may, by tion or rejection as a whole or in s,eparate articles or amendments as
codification and general revision of the laws, shall contain only one
initiative or referendum, require it to do so.-_
determined by, the convention at an election appointed by the con- subject. clearly expressed in its title, If any subject is embraced in any
_
Section 8. INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM. The legislature vention for that purpose not less thaI). two months after
act and is not e'xpressed in the title. onl)' so much of the act not so exment. Unless so submitted and approved by a.. maJ·orily of the elec- p'ressed
-shall extend
the
initiative
and
referenduin
powers
reserved
to
the
(4) A is void. I
',' b'll h II
"I
' "
·
tors voting thereon, no such revision, alteration, or arriendment
genera. approprta ton t s a con am on y appr"!na wns
p,eople by the constitution to the qualified electors' of each local
.
for the ordinnry expenses of the legislative. executive. an judicial,
'government unit.
shall take effect.,
.,
,,branches. for interest on the public debt. and for public schools. Every'
Section 9. VOTER REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT. (1)
Section 8. AMENDMENT BY LEGISLATIVE REFEREN- 'other appropriation 'shrill be made by a separate bill containing but
... The legislature shall, within fgur years of the ratification of this DUM. Amendments to this constitution may be proposed by any one·subject. ' , eac,h Ioca I governmen.t member:of the legislature. If adopted by an affirmative roll call vote d'(5)
shall be made i
for religious.
charitable. din',constit uti on, provl'de proced ures requIrmg
i No
dappropriation
I
b
d
' or combination of units to review.
'
of n
two-thirds
of- all·
the members thereof,· whether one or more bodustria
ent .
purposes to anY/l.rivate in I ivi
uunit
its structure
and submit o
e
I
' .• e ucationa.,
, , or enevo
.
ies, the prop'osed amendment shalfbe submitted to the qualified a_ pnvate aSSOCtatwn, or pnvate corporatwn not un er contro 0 f t h e
alternative form' of government' to the qualified electors at the next
.
'.
state.
.
general or special election.
electors at the next general election: If approved by a majority of
(6) A law may be challenged on the ground of noncompliance with
(2) The legislature shall requir.e a review procedure once every the electors voting thereon, the amendment shall become a part of .' this section onlywithi{t two years after its effective date.
ten years ,after the first election.
this constitution on the first day of July after. certification of the
Section 12. LOCAL Af\iD'SPI:;CIAL LE;(;/sLA'l'ib{\. 'Phe iegisia.
election returns unless the amendment provides otherwise.
ture shall not pass a special or local act when a general act is. or can be
Section 9, AMENDMENT BY INITIATIVE, (1) The people made, applimble;
,""",
may also propose constitutional amendments by initiative. Petitions
Section 13.' IMPE-ACHM ENT. (1) The governor. executil1e officers.
DEPARTMENTS AND INSTITUTIONS
including the full text of the proposed amendment shall be:signed heads Qf ,Hate departments, judicial officers. and such other officers as
Section 1. AGRICULTURE. (l) 'The legislature shall provide by ,at least ten percent of the .q'ualified electors of, the state. That maybe provideeJ by law are. subject to ;'mpeachment. and
convicI
D
t
t fA· I t ' d
tid
.d
. . '
tion shall be removed from office. 'Other proceedings for removal from
or:a epar men 0 gncu ure an enac. aws an provl e
number shall indude at least ten percent of the qualified electors in public officefoF cause may be provided by law,
'
priations to protect,- enhance. and develop all agricultur,e.
each of two-fifths of the legislative,districts. ,
(2) The legislature shall provide fo.r the_ manner, procedure, and
(2) Special levies may be made on livestock and on agricultural
(2) The petition,S shall be filed with the secretary of state. If the
causes for impeachment and shall provide for a 'tribunal.
commodities'for disease control and indemqification. predator con- petitions are found to have been signed py the required ,number of
(3) Impeachment can be brought only.by a two-thirds vote of the
trol, and livestock and commodity inspection•. protection,
electors, the secretary of state shall cause the amendment to be legi$lature. The tribunal hearing. the charges shall convict only by a
and"promotion. Revenue derived shall be used solely for the purpos- published as provided by law twice'each month for two months pre- vote of two_thirds or more of members.
'
es of the levies.
vious to the next regular state-wide election.
'
(4) Conviction $hall extend only to removal from office. but the parSection 2. LABOR. (1) The' legislature shall.provide for a De(3) At that election, the proposed amendment shall be submit. tv. whether convicted or acquitted. shall also be liable to pro$ecution
·
IL b
dId
h d d b
C
.,
according to law.
.,'
.
partnrent 0 '. a or an n ustry. ea e
y a' 0J11mlSsloner ap- ted to the qualified electors for approval or rejection. If'approved
Section 14. DISTRICTING Al\'D APPORTIONMENT. (1) The state
pointed by the governor and confirmed'by the senate.
by a majority voting thereon, it shall become a part of the
shall be divided into as many districts as there are
and each
(2) A maximum period of 8. hours is a tegular day's work in all tion effective the first day of July following its approval, unless the
shall elect one senator. Each district shall consist of compact
industries and employment except agriculture and stock raising. amendment provides otherwise.
and
territory. All districts shall be as nearly equal in popuThe
may change this maximum period to promote the
Section 10. PETITION SIGNERS. The number of qualified el- lation as, is practicable.
,
general welfare.
'ectors required for the filing of any petition provided for ih this Ar(2) In the legislative session following ratification of
Section 3. INSTITUTIONS AND .ASSISTANCE. (1) The state t' I h II b d
' d b th
bit
t I th II·
tion and thereafter in each session preceding each-jederal population
Ices a
e etermme y, enum ero vo escas or eo Ice
shall establish and support institutions' 'and facilities as the public of governor in the preceding general e l e c t i o n . , '
cials. shall be selected to prepare a planlfor redistricting and reapporgood may -require, inducting homes which may be necessary and
11. SUBMISSI<?N. If more: than one amendment ,is tioning the state into legislative 'and con'gressional districts. The madesirable for the care of veterans.
, s u b m i t t e d at the same election, each shall bE;! so prepared and· dis- jority and minority leaders of the legislature shall each select two
eDt unit adopting a self-government charter may eXercise any

""'II·

>

k are available.

habitants who, by reason of age, infirmities. or misfortune may
need for the aid of spciety.

Articlt XIII
t
' 1 NON G
· EUNNEICRIPALALPRCOORVlpSOIORNASTIONS (1) C
Sect IOn.
-M
.
orpora e
charters shall be granted, modified, or dissolved I,;mly pursuant to
I'

...

representing consumer interests in hearings ,before the public serv·
ARTICLE V
ice commission or any other successor agency"The
shall
THE LEGISLATURE
provide for the funding of the office of consumer counsel by a
cial tax on the net income'or gross revenues of regulated companies.
Section 1. POWER AND STRUCTURE. The legislative power. is
i· I t
h I l t vested in a legislature of one chamber whose members are designated
-. ',S,ection.3. SALARY COMM ISSION. T he egis a ure s a crea e senators. The people reserve to themselves the powers .of initiative a,nr}
a salary commission to recommend
for the judiciary. referendum.
and elected members of the legislative and ,executive branches..
Se'ction 2. SIZE;. The number of senators shall be provided by law.
, .Section 4... CODE OF .ETHICS. The legislature shall provide a but it shall not be smaller than 90 nor larger than 105.
code of ethics prohibiting conflict between public duty,and private
Section 3. ELECTION' AND TERMS. A senator shall be elected for
interest for members of the legislature and all state and local off,i- a term offour years to begin on a date provided by law.One-half of the
cers and employees;
senators shall be elected every two years.
Section 5. EXEMPTION LAWS. The legislature shall enact lib.
Section 4. QUALIFICA TlONS, A r:andidatefor the legislature shall
' .

.

eral homestead and exemption' laws. ' , '
.
Section 6. PERPETUITIES. No perpetuities shall be allowed
-except for charitable purposes.

.ArtieIt ""'IV

CONSTITUTIONAL REVISION
Section 1. CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION. The legislature,
by an affirmative vote of two-thirds of all the members, whether
one or more bodies, may ·at any time submit to the qualified electors the question of whether there shall be an unlimited convention
to revise, alter, or amend this constitution.
c

.

Section 2. INITIATIVE FOR CONSTITUTIONAL CONVEN(1) The people .may by initiative petition
the secretary
of state to submit to the quaUfled electors the questi,on of whether
there shall be an unlimited. convention to revise, alter, or amend
this constitution. The petition shall signed by at least ten percent
M the qualified electors of the state. That number shall include at
least ten percent of the qualified electors in eac.h of two-fift,hs of the
legislative districts.
, '(2) The secretary of state shall certify the filing of the petition
, in his office and cause the .question to be submitted at the next general election,
3. PERIODIC SUBMISSION. If'the question of holding
a convention is not otherwise submitted during any period of 20
· h I
I I
years. It s a I be submitted as provided by law at the genera e
lion in the-twentiethyear following the last submission.
ScHon 4. CALL OF CONVENTION. If a majority of those voting on the question
il1 the affirmative, the legislature shall
provide for the calling thereof at its next session. The number of
delegates to the convention shall be the same as that of the larger
body of the legislature. The qualifications of delegates shall, be the

-,

.

same as the highest qualifications required for election to the legislature. The legislature· shall, determine whether the delegates IIl:ay
be
on a paJ;'tisan or a non-partisan basis. They shall be
elected attl:Ie !:lame.places andJn the,same districts as are the.
r'[,!"',

l

If ithin 30 days after

the legislature shall'

M return the plan to the commission with its recommendation$, If ithin
days thereafter. the commission shall file its final plan with the sect% retary ,of state, and it shall become law, The commission is then dis·

solved.
Section 15. REFERENDuM OF LiI"''lCAMERAL LEGISLATURE.
(1) In 1980 the secretary of state shall place upon the ballot at the gener,
al election the question: "Shall the unicameral legislature form be

tives, The people
powers of initiative and
referendum."
(b) ','Section 2. SIZE. The size of the legi.dature shall be provided by
'law, but the senate shall not have, more thait 50·or fewer than 40 members and the hOllse. shall not have more than 100 or feu'er than 80
members. "
(c) "Section 3. ELECTlQN AN D TERMS. A member of the hQuSe of
representatives'shall be elected for a term of two years and a member
o} the senate for a term offour years. each to begin on- a date provided
by law.
of the seflators shall be elected every two years. ,- J,
(d) "Section 10. ORGANIZATION AND PROCEDVRE. (1) Each
,house shall judge the election and qualifications of iu
It
may by law vest in the courts the power to try and
be a resident of the state for at least one year next preceding the generelections. -Each house shall choose its officers from among its memal election. For six months next preceding the general election. he shall bers. keep a journal; and make rules for ilS proceedings. Each
be a resident of the county if it contains one or more districts or of the
may expel or punish a member for,good cause shown with the concurrdistdct if it Contains all or parts.of more than one county.
ence o} two-thirds of all its members.
' . .
_
Section 5. COMPENSATION. Each member of the legislature shall
"(2) A majority of each hO,use constitu(es a quorum. A smaller
receive compensation for his services and allowances pro-vided by law.
number may adjourn from day to day and compel attendance of absent
No legi$lature may fix its own comp.ensation.
,
Section 6.
legislature shall be a continuous body
"(3) The sessions. of the legislature and of the committee of the
for two-year periods beginning when newly elected members take off- whole. all committee
and all
shall be open to. the
ice. Any .business. bill. or resolution pending at adjournament of a ses- public.
sion shall carryover with ihe same status to any other session of the
"(4) The legislature may
a legislative council and other
legislature during the biennium. The legidature shall meet at least interim
The legislature shall establish a legislative PO,Honce a year in regular sessiorJ:s.of not mwe than'60 legislative
Any audit committee. which shall supervise post.auditing duties provided
legislature may increase the limit on ,the length of any
by law.
.
,
sion. The legislature m.ay be convened in
by the gover"(5) Neither house shall. without the
of the other. adjourn
nor or at the written request of a majority of the members.
or rece$$ for more than three days or to any place other than that in
Section 7. VACANCIES. A vacancy in the legislature shall be filled
which the two houses are sitting. "
by special election for.the unexpired !erm unless other;wise provided
(e) "Section 13. IMPEACHMENT. (l) Tile governor.
offibv law.
, .
heads of state departments. judicial officers. and such other offi- Section 8. 1M M lJIVITL A member of the legislature is privileged cers as may be provided by law are subject to impeachment. andiUpon
from
during attendance at sessions of the legislature and in conviction shall be removed from 'office. Other proceedings for removgoing to and returning therefrom. unless apprehended in the com mis- alfrom public office for cause may be,provided by law.
.
sion of a felony or a breach of the peace.' He shall not b,e questioned in
"(2) The legisla,ture'shall provide for the manner. procedure and
any other place for any speech or debate in the legislature.
causes for impeachme'l:t and may select the senate qs tribunal;
Section 9. DISQUALIFICATION. No member of ,t.he legislature.l.
"(3) Impeachment shall be
only by a two-thirds
of the
shall, during the term for which he shall have been elected. be appoint- house. The tribunal b-earing'the charges shall convict orily by a vote of
ed to any
Qffice under the state; 'and no member o.f congress. or
two-thirds or more of
members.
other person holding an offic,-,! (excep't notary public. or ihe militia)
"(4) Conviction shall extend only to .removal from office, but the'
under the V,nited States or this state; shal'l be a member of the legis 10.- party, whether convicted or acquitted, shall
be liable to prosecuture during his
in office..
"
:
tion accordinl( to law. " _
_
Section 10. ORGANIZATION AND PROCEDVRE. (l) The lel{l-Sla(f) "Section 14. DISTRICTING AND APPORTlPl'liMEf\lT. (1) The
ture shall judge the election and qualifications of senators. It may by state shall be dividt!d into as many districts as there are members of the
law vest in the courts the power to try and determine cqntested €lec- house, and each district shall"elect one representative. Each seriate distiom. It shall choose its officers from among i.ts members. keep a jourtrict shall be
two adjoin.i.ng house
and.shall'elect
nal. and make rules for its proceedings. It may expel or punish a ,'fena- one senator. Each dl-Stnct shall conslst'of compact and conttguous
tor for good cause
with the concurrence, of two-thirds of all the
ritory. All districts shall be as nearly equal in population as is practicasenators.
ble.
.
,
(2) A majority of the senators constitutes a quorum. A smaller
"(2) In the legislative sessionjollowing this amendment and
number m.ay adjournfrom.day to day and compel attendance of
after in each session preceding each federal population census, a commembers.
missio.n of five citizens. none of whom may be public officia.ls, shal,l be
(3) The 'se'ssions of
an.d. or th.e j;o'm'niiitee ,of l!te

I

.

.

'.

. I

,

,

",1'

.- _

stale into legislative and congressional districts. The majority and
TRANSITION 'SCHEDULE
minority leaders 0/ each house shall each designate one
Within 20 days after their designation, the four commissioners skall
The following provisions shall _remail) part of this ConStitution
select the fifth member. who shall 'Serve as chairman of the commis- until their terms have been .execu.ted. Once each yeaf the attor.ney
sian. If the lou" members fail to select the fifth member within the general shall review tbe.followinKprovisionS' and certify to the sec,time provided, a majority of the suprerqe court sluJll select him.
etary f tat
hi h if
h
b
t dAn· .
"(3) The com l11 ission shall submit its plan to the legislature at the r
0 sew c.
any, ave een execu e"
y prOVISIOns so
first reg'Mar: session after its appointment or after the census figures certified shall thereafter be removed from this Schedule and no
are
W'ithin 30 days after subtnission, the legislature shall longer published as part of this Constitution.
return
to the commission with its recommendations. Within
,...Section 1. Accelerated Effective Date
30 days t"IWi'eajter., the commission shall file its final plan with the sec:.
Section 2.' Delayed Effective Date
.
retary
ii'Uie',and it shall become law. The commission is then di$·
Section 3. Prosp.,ective Operation of Declaration of Rights
solved.' '.
,..
S ti 4 T
fJ di .
0/ the unicameral legislature shall remain in of.f.
ec 00. '. eI1DS 0 u CIary
"'
. (4) dThe
h
h
Section.5. Terms of Legislators
lc.e an t eir .aut.
act shall continu.e until. the members of a
Section 6. General Transition
.
bIcameral body are elected and qualified.
(5) The Senate chamber ,existing upon the date of-adoption of this
Section '1. ACCEtERATED EFFECTIVK'DATE. Section 6
,shall remain intact until the election provided for in this sec- (SESSIONS} and section 14· (DISTRICTING AND APPORTIONM
tton,h(lS. det.ermined whether the unicameral legislature is to continue. MENT) 01 Article.V, THE LEGISLATURE, shall be effective Janu(6),
'provisions of this section have been ·carried out. it ary'1,1973.
shall be oj..Jio fu.rther effect.
S.ection 2. DELAYED ,EFFECTIVE DATE. The prl?visions of

'

I

0/

words "of each bouse" are deleted from subsection (2) sections 1, 2, and 3 of ARTICLE V, LEGISLATURE, shall not beof section 6 and from section 8, ARTICLE VIII, REVENUE AND come effective until the date the first redistricting and reapportionFINANCE..
.
·ment plan becomeslaw.
(c) The word "legislature" is substituted for "senate" in
Section 3. PROSPECTIVE OPERATION OF DECLARATION
VI, TIlE EXEC- OF RIGHTS. Any rights, procedural.or substantive, created for the
subsections (1), (2), and (4) of section 8,
UTIVE, in subsections (1) and (2).of section 8, ARTICLE VII, THE first time by Articlellshall be prospective and notretroactive..
. JUDICIARY, and in subsection (1) of section 2, ARTICLE XII,..
Section 4. TERMS OF JUDICIARY. Supreme court justices,
...
district court judges, and justices of the peace holding office when
DEPARTMENTS AND INSTITUTIONS..
(2) H
issue 2A concerning the unicameral form of ttJ,e this Constitution becomes 'effective shall serve the terms for which
legislature'is notapproved by the electors and if the proposed Con- they were elected or 'appointed:
SE!ction 5, TERMS OF LEGISLATORS. (l)The terms. of all
stitution is.approved by the electors, then ARTICLE V, THE LEG.
legislators elected before the effective date of this Constitution shall
ISLATURE, shall be retained.
Section 3. (1) If separate issue 3A is not approved by a majority end on December 31 of the year -in which the first redistricting and
of those voting at the election and if the proposed Constitution is reapportionment plan becomes law.
'.
approved by the electors, then section 9 of ARTICLE III, GENER(2) The senators first elected under this Constitution shall draw
AL GOVERNMENT shall be retained.
.
lots to establish a term of twoyears for one-half ofiheir number.
(2) If separate issue 3A is approved by the electors and if the
Section.6.. GENERAL TRANSITION. (1) The rights and duties
proposed .Constitution is approved by the 'electors, then section 9 of all public bodies shall remain as if this Constitution. had not been
shall be deleted from ARTICLE III, GENERAL GOVERNMENT adopted with the exception of such changes as are contained in this
and the following substituted therefor: "Section 9. GAMBLING. All COnstitution. All laws. ordinances. re,gulations, and rules of court
;ue prohibited not contrary to, or inconsistent with, the provisions of this Constiforms. of gambling, lotteries, and gift
unless authorized by acts of the legislature'or by the people through tution shall-remain in force, until they shall expire by their own lim·
itation or shall be altered or repealed pursuant to this Constitution.
iilitiative or referendum."
(2) The validity of all public and private bonds, debts, and conSection 4. If separate issue 4J;l is approved by a majority of
those'voting at the election and if the proposed Constitution is ap- tracts·,.and of all suits, actions., and rights of action, shall continue'as
.
proved by. the electors, then .there shall be added to section 28, if no change had taken place.
ARTICLE II, DECLARATION OF RIGHTS, the following sent-·
(3) All officers filling any, office by election or appointment
ence: "Death shall not be prescribed as a· penalty for any ,criJ:ne shall continue the duties thereof, until the ,end of the terms to which
against the state." And there shall be deleted from section 21 of the they were appoiiI.ted or eJected, and until their· offices shall
ARTICLE the, follovv.ing,:" except for
offenses, when been abolished. or their succeSsors selected and qualified in
the,proo,f !S .evident or
','
ance with this
o,r laws enacted pursuant

. ", .', . ,.,,>,,:::,. ;."

What happens if the votei:sreject theproposedcolIStitulion?'·
Nothing changes. We:proceed under the 1889
as we,
are doing now.
'
.
Why is the election on the constitution being held so soog after
'
the convention adjourned?
To save money. One alternative to June 6 was -the November·
that theissu" of ratigeneral election. However, delegateS.
of the constitution would be oversl,tadowed by. the
tial race and the contests·for congressional seats and for
ices. The only alternative was a
election sometime between
_June and November.. The_:convention·rejected-this alternative_ be-'
cause a special election would have cost;· perhaps",
people estimate as much'as ,$500,000. Alargesum of
saved..
by combining the special-election with the June'pr-imaries..

.Whydo We
..
Because theratilication election is. a special election being held
at.the same time and
as the primaries.·
Is theconventiogpal\Singthe:buck.hy·.putting controversial
items?
"
'
.questioris on the
.
Recent.
other states .indicates thilt. the electorate
want$ to have, the 'opportunity to 'vote on separate, items., Where
constitution::; hilve been submitted" as single packages, such as' in
New Mexico, Oregon, Idahoand·Arkansas, the voters have rejected
them. However,' in. Pennsylvania, Florida, Hawaii' and lllinois
where. separate· propOsals were, offered, lhe constitutions were
,':,__, ;.'. __ ,..
. ;;:';,'-:'".;:,,c;',,>
,_':_, '_', "I': .,," ,', , '_.,' ". _,

··'iii

•
Why was
the: legislaturehy.a 3/ 5vole,Io gse gas taxesi", purposes. other
'thOn.highways?,'".' ,f:>.:.:.'·':":';:::::':""·':··i·i::.i,"·.:'.·:i
..i
._Thisprovision is.a comprofuise between those who wanted to
retain· the antidiversion amendment: in its present' form and
who wanted to remove it inits entirety. A majority of delegatesrecognize<Uhat earmarking·'reveo.ues:generally-'has·the unwanted consequence of freeing a state agency'(r.om public control,through.the
legISlature. The purpose of the compromise was to try to make the
:.'iWill·

,was..
:).','5::"-3,':""

The State Board of Equalization will continue as a staMory
:i·::i:.. :,·i:":,,:),'::'}:,',: ':,"':,iagency. Administrative details'·gener:illy should be omitted from.'
The convention had to strike·a medium betWeen. a manageable. constitutions. Omission of. the State Board of
will, free
and understaUllable ballot and..aballot so long it would be.conlus-. the legislature to alter ta. administration,as experience dictates. At
ing. An article hy article, ballot would have contained afleast 14 least for the time being thesystem.of aSsessm.ents will probably:
,u1"fact,·the present Constitution
separate'items and .would have, necessitated, a most complicated' ':remain'.much as it is
adoption schedule. There is- also a spechl1 consideration 'peculiar to now requires a considerable degree, of centralization of assessments
the Mi/ntana situation, Article XIX, S.ectiori·80fthe 1889 C:onstitu-· whenit dictates that"The state board of equalization shall adjust
tion requires that any item the: convention submits tc? .the people can ,.and equalize' the valuation' of. taxable property among the several
.. he adopted only by a majority of the electors voting. at the election. counties, and·the different classes of taxable properly In any county
-We· know that as they go down -the·ballot voters fail to vote ,in 'i.n- and.in the several counties and between individnal,tax payers; su-"
c.reasing numbers, on each subsequent item. Consequently, the like-' pervise, and :.:-eview the' acts of the county assessors and county
lihood of a proposition failing 'for the lack of a majority of those vot-. boards of equalization; change" increase, or decrease valuations
with the addition of each item on the made by county assessors or equalized by county boards of equalizaing in the election
,.0,
':;;..
""""';'"'' "0,".' ", :.--..
....,",:".,...- ..:,"_:"" ..,..
',,' "':
tion; and exercise 'such authority and'do all things necessary-to ,Se-'
••
cure a fair, just and equitable valuation of all taxable property·
:.,: .'.,. ".':,,"" ..
.." among counties, between the different classes· of property, and
thehallot)
.. .
.
Not necessarily. Gambling would be subject to legislative regu- he!Ween individual lax payllr.s.';.,." . ....
lation. The legislature could prohipit all forms of gambling or it .
he changed?
..
could allow certain types of gambIfng. If item 3A fails to receive a
The constitution does not establish any particular kind-of tax
majority of those voting in the election, section 9 of Article ill, the structure. The kinds of taxes and the amounts that will be used to
.....:__".'.'"
prohibition on,all forms of gambling, will remain in the constitution finance
and the legislature. will not 'be allowed to permit any form of gam
':Why,w.ere:iiebt·limits:-onistate:iridJocalgov.erriments
bling.
"',
,',
'. _
,",
The proposed constitution does not remove debt restrictions.
of'<!roppingthe2'mill,levylimi!
State indebtedness cannot be incurred without a 2/3 vote of the
erty"taxation,for'state:purposesTf,,'.
- _:L:..','::::",: .':-;,: ,».',."; ,:,",,-,,:.: members of each house of the legislature or a majority of the elecThe property tax now forms a very small portion of revenae for tors themselves. The constitution requires the legislature to estabstate purposes. It was noUhe intention of the convention to change lish debt limits for local units of government. It is true that the prothat situation. The purpose of removing the 2 mill levy was to 'open posed constitution drops the specific dollar debt limitations because
additional options in financing public schools. The issue of inequi· these dollar limits are J,10 longer realistic, and we have not paid at.ties in school financing has been raised in other states and it is al- tention to tliem for many years. We get around the excessiVely re-'
most certain to come up in Montana because we have inEJIuities strictive dollar limits by res!Jrting to revenue bonds. The
of
equal to those that exist where equalization of school financing has ' this is to increase the cost of incurring indebtedness at all levels of
become an 'issue. One possibility. of equalizing school financing is government because revenue bonds carry a higher rate of interest,
....... '
.. ... ,..
.. ,
through state-wide applicatio!! of mill levies for educational purpos- than gegera1.9bligation bonds.
The removal of the2 mill limit ,
..somuch.'leflupo.to:the.legislaturetWha(:·ghfl:k''do·.we
es as a replacement for
would not requirethisl<ind
removalwouldallowil
have·.onlhe legislatUreL ' ....
,
....
· . .,.Will farm properly be assessed at fup market value? .. : c ... · • c"
Much is .left to the legislature because that is the democratic
The present Constitution requires that'all property be assessed process. There is also no alternative. Attempts to exercise control,
for properly tax purposes, and Montana's statutes require that all by putting statutory details in Ihe constitution end up depriving the
. taxable property be assessed at its "full cash value." The proposed people of efficient and effective government. Detailed constitutionconstitution does not require that all property be assessed for taxa- al restrictions work in unintended ways .and are surmounted by subtion purposes and it says nothing about market value or cash value. terfuges. That is why constitutions should deal with lJroad grants of
This allows the legislature to determine what property \\Till be"taxed power, leaving statutory matters to determination by .the
and how it will be assessed. .
ture. Legislators are the state officiC;lls closest to the people. The
R
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people's primary check on legislators is the power to elect them. It
is up to the people to exercise vigilance in.watc:hing what they do, to
inform legislators of their oWn ideas and. needs, and to turn
out of office.
jeopardize any
Would. adoption of the. proposed.
:exisling water rights?.
'.
.
. .
.
No. The,proposed
emphatically confirms all existmg water rights. The declaration of state ownersbjp of all, water
simply reflects the. present situation. This declaration was included
not to cast any doubt about'w&ter rights:within the state, but to establish Montana's claim to its own waters';against diversion by the
Federal Government or downstream states. The purpose of the declaration otstate ownership'is to. claim M.ontana's water for Montan-

ans.
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Will
Justice: of the Peace in .each county?,
No. The proposed constitution requires that there sha:ll be at
, least one justice of the peace in each -county. Jt will be up to the legislature to adjust the number ami distribution of justice courts and
small claims courts as the need requires.
Will judges continue to.be elected?
Yes. There will,. be a
election whenever a 'qualified
candidate files against an incumbent judge. If no one files against an
incumbent judge, the incumbent's name will be put on the ballot in
such a way as to afford -voters, the opportunity to indicate whether
the judge, the posior not they., wish to retain him: If voters
tion will be vacant and will be filled, in the manner prOVided for fillingvaca.nci.eS. ,
... ::: , :..",1"
·Whal isthesigriificance tile "righlJQ know?" Isn't Ihe right
to know.contradiCtory!o Ihe "tlgbl 10 privacy?"
They are not
.The J;ight, to know is intended to
access to information about
guarantee the citizen
the operation of the government. The,right of privacy is int.ended to
of his privacy.
protect the
Will·the UniversitY sY.S:femlJje"'11riiicco.untable?
Government and control of the university system is vested in
the Board of Regents. The university system will continue to be
the legislature dicsubject to the audit and accounting
tates'. The legislature will
have control over the university system through its power' of appropriation of monies.,
· Why are Ihere tWo Boards of J;:dncalion? .
There is a State Board of Education for the purpose of ,coordinating education at all levels'. Half the members of this state board
of education will sit as a·board of 'regents for the purpose of govern·
ing the university SYlitern: and the other half will sit as a board of
public education, t,o., superVise public education. The division of labor will enable..each board to concentrate its attention on its field of
education-.. y" .. '.' ,.::; .'. "
."!I::.'-.''''
and':cons :9f:'tlle bic3l}1eral and
legislatures?,':"' '-'." .,,--,. "
,.
.
'.'
Proponents of the I;1nicamerallegislature maintain that iUs less
costly, more visible and accountable to the public, more difficult for
lobbyists to control, and more efficient. Proponents of the bicamer,;;
allegislature insist that a second house is necessary to secure more
laws and as a check against hasty legislation.
carefully
How will the boundaries of single member
drawn?
The legislature will be assisted in districting and apportioning
by a temporary reapportionment commission which will be estab, lished after each federal census. The coIifmission will be bipartisan
.
and will cease to Iunction when its work is completed.
.' Why will we have annual sessions of the legislature?
_ Because the work load is too heavy to be dealt with in sixty day
biennial sessions. The number and complexity of the problems legislators have to deal with· justify annual sessions. In 1948 only six
states held annual sessions. By 1971 this had increased to 33 states.
Annual sessions do not mean that the citizen legislator will be a
thing of the past. For the present and for the foreseeable future,
will not have professional legislators.
· Will the
_
Bpard pf Public Education
" .
threaten local control of schools?
No. The proposed, Constitution, unlike the 1889 Constitution,
contains a /!;uarantee of local control of schools.
,
What. happens in eminent domain proceedings if a citizen rejects the,state's,offer?
If the.citizen wins his case against the state, the state will have
to pay, not only the increased award, but also any additional costs
,.such as attorney's fees.
Why'was the office ofjStateT.reasurer :eliminated.from, the proposed constitution?:
.
. . . .,. <;"
The treasurer will continue as a statutory office. The removal of
the treasurer from the constitution was the convention's effort at .
shoJ1ening the ballot. Many citizens want to know why more
cers were: not r,emoved. The treasurer handles very little casli, and
accounting for receipt.and disbursement of state funds is carried on
in the Department of Administration.
Can there be city-county consolidation?·
Yes. But not without a vote of the people concerned. Local
units of government will not be required to consolidate..There ate a
large number of options under the proposed constitution for drawing up local governments to suit local- needs and to share, officers
and facilities b.oth'within and.among counties.
, Why is voter review ofJocal gov&IlIuents.nl.a.<lemancJato.ry?
To have the people periodically
the, efficien,cy of their
local units of government and to educate them. to the options availahlelo them. .. .
What does the proposed c.:onstitution say about
'. One section.of the Declaration of Rights states that among the
maliable rights is a right to clean· and healthful environment. The
Environment and Natural Resources Article also stipulates that the
state shall maintain a clean and healthful environment and requires
that all lands disturbed by the taking of natural resources must be
. reclaimed.
c
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Why is

shined lolliestale

.whillarethe
tion?·, " .' ", ',,' " "., ." . . . ' .. '
"
..' ,
by the federal and state g(wernments. Counties take care
It will be eaSier to amend the proposed constitution than it.is to
of general assistance welfare. The proposed constitution amends amend the present constitution because the limit of 3 amendments
the provision on welfare because federal courts, have stricken resi- every biennium is removed. The legislature will be able to propose
dence requirements under the ,general assistance program. Remov- constitutional, amendments by 2/ 3 vote of all legislators rather
al of the residence requirements .concentrates welfare problems'in than a 2 / 3-vote of each house as at present. Also, the people wi!!
the more urbanized ·counties. Welfare recipiants tend to congregate have the right.to initiate constitutional amendments,-a right the"
in ·urban areas because they seek job opportunities and better
do not hav'e under the present constitution.
'
ties for their care. This situation will continue whether the constitu-,
'What':,are.the.,"diiferehces in repres.entation, betw.ce.n the. unication is adopted or, not.
.
,
Can layear oldslloldany publicoffice?
meral and hicarilerallegislatures?
No, not all. Candidates for governor, lieutenant governor, secUnder 'the unicameral legislature the citiz..en will vote for a sinretary of state, attorney general, superintendent of public instruc- gle senator who will serve a four year tertIi. Under the bicameral
tion, and auditor must be 25 years of age. Candidates for sup'!-'eme legislature the citizen will vote for a represeT!-tative and a
court and district court judgeships have to have been admitted to Senatorial districts will be made up of 2 contiguous representative.
the practice of law in Montaria for five years prior to the election.
Representatives. will serVe a two year term and senators a
This imposes a practical age limit. Eighteen year olds can run for four year term. Under both alternatives the terms of senators will
'
be staggered so that half are elected every 2 years.
Does
proposed'Constitution'remove the prohibition against
state'aid to sectarian schools?
What will' the Lieutenant QoverilOr do' as ,a 'full time official jai
No. The proposed Constitution retains.the prohibition against he doesn't preside, over the
' "".. .
,
' , . ','
state aid to sectarian schools, but it does allow the state to act as an
What the Lieutenant Governor ·doE:S will be up to the Governor
agent for the distribution of federal funds to parochial schools. This and the legislature. The legislature is authorized to prescribe duties
practice"Also, there is increasing likelihood of
\ for the lieutenant governor, and the governor is
to assie:n
clarifies
ther federal aid to parochial schools. The upshot of prohibiting the .non-eonstitutional execu,tivefu.nctions to the.lie.utenant, goverr;lOr
state from being the financial agent for the distribution of federal
What happens to the'terms of
elected
funds could be to deprive parochial school children of opportunity this fall?
, ' . ',"','-- . '.. . .'
-- ,
for equal education.
.
The constitution
go into effect July 1, 1973. Elected offiDoes, the Constitution:remove the system oflocal tax appeal so cials, except for legislators, will fill out the terms' for which they
.
"
were elected this fall. Annual sessions of the legislature will begin in
that'we have to' go directly to- Helena'on-tail.:·appeals? ,
No. The proposed Constitution requires the legislature to estab- January, 1973. The next legislature will set up the reapportionment
lish a tax appeals system at the
Under the new system commission. If a reapportionment plan is adopted the terms of legaggrieved·taxpayers will not have to appeal tothe same agency that islators· elected this fall will end December 31, 1973. Legislators
approved Or made the assessment in the first.place.
under the new constitution will be eiected in the fall of 1973 and
" Would adoption of the Constitution threaten:or:iinpair any ex-' take office in 1974.
istinglegal'right?·
.
.: ..'
-- -"
',' .::. '. ".
';
",
No. This matter is dealt with in section '6 of the transition since there is no time limit on them?
' .
Since legislators will continue to be citizen legislators there1£
schedule. Among other things, this section says "The validity of all
public and private bonds, debts, and contracts, and of all·suits, ac- little reason to think that they will call special sessions for frivolous
tions, and rights of action, shall continue as if no ,change had taken reasons. They will· be all the 'more uniikely to call special sessions if
' t h e Y ' a r e paid annual salaries since there·could be nothing to gain by
place.",
WhafiS
by the removal of the state's' sovereign imm1J,nity staying in Helena. If legislators call special sessions without good
aIid willit$.removal make public employees liable to suits?
reason, it will be up tothe voter t'? turn
of
.
SovereigIi. immunity is a doctrine which the state has used to . ' .Whans the office ofCoriuhissioner of,Higher Edticati()o?··'
protect itself and its local units 'from suit by private individuals.
' What this office amounts to 'will depend entirely on the Board
will appoint the officer and establish
Since 1959, Montana has allowed itself and its local units to be sued of Regents since the
in certain instances and up to. certain amounts. The removal of sov- his term and
ereign immunity will mean that the state and its local units will be
',Why was' the
than,the
subject to suit under any circumstances in which a private individu- legislature put in the bodY 'Of· the proposed conStitution?." .. ,. ,
al would be subject to suit. Removal of sovereign immunity will
The bicameral legislature was put iJ;1 the body of the constituactually grant public 'employees additional protection. Although tion because the convention thought that citizens would be more
sovereign immunity exists public employees ¥e not now immune to likely to vote for the constitution if it contained a bicameral rather
suit for actions they commit as agents of the state. With the removal than a unicameral legislature. The legislature will be unicameral
of sovereign immunity it)s not very likely a citizenwould sue a pub- only if a majority of those voting in the election vote for item 2A on
lic employee when he can sue the state.
the ballot.
-

will

" .. no organic law caneverbejramed with
a
applicable:to eVer'S.
questionwhich may occur in practical ad-:ministration; No joresight can anticipate,
nor any document oj reaso.nable length,containexpressprovisions jor al'lpossible ques- .
.' '"
hons;'
'

Abraham
LincQln-First Inaugural Address, 4 March 1861
"
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EXPLANATION
of the
BALLOT
(

,I

.

OFFICIAL BALLOT

Instructions to voters: Place an "X" in the2'
-s your'preferences. The
fUll text of the proposed consut_n
is avm1able for
inspection at your
n
can
lion
to receive a majority
e.
.",
...
"of the votes cast, alt
.

,

"

,

PLEASE VOTE ON ALL FOUR ISSUES

1.

(Vote for One)

o
,·..· ,0

FOR the proposed Constitution.
AGAI t<lST the proposed Constitution.
THE PROPOSED CONSTITUTION WILL INCLUDE ' A BICAMERAL (2 Houses) LEGISLATURE UNLESS A MAJORITY
OF THOSE VOTING IN THIS E(ECTION VOTE FOR A UNICAMERAL (1 House) LEGISLATURE IN ISSUE 2.

1'.

,

,

.

,2.
for One)

0
0

2A. FOR a.unicameral (l house) legislature.
28. FOR a bicameral (2 houses) 1egisJature.

3.

(Vote for 0'::;8)

".

0

3A. FOR allOWing the people or the legislature to authorize gambling.

0

38. ,AGAINST allowing the people or the
legislature to authorize gambling.

4.

,.

(Vote fg'r One)

0
0

4,

4A. FOR the death penalty.
48. AGAINST the death penalty.

THE BALLOT

Montana's citizens 'will vote on, the,ConstitutionalOjnveittion's
prpposals on ;June 6, Because of wordinginbolh Ihe 1889 Constilution and the Convention Enabling Act, Ihis will he a special election
held allhe
time as the primary eleclions, VolerS will need 10
sil!!l sPE:Cial regislration books, and they will use a separale papar
bailol which will look pretty much like the One Con Con Monty is
holding on this page, ,
..
It is essential that the 'vot"er' um1erstana several 'lmponant
points aboulthis ballot. If you vole for the proWSed Conslilution,
, you will be voting for a constilution with a bicameral (2 houses) leg-,
islature. However, if a majority of those .voting in the election ,vote'
for a
hoUse in item' No. 2'on the ballot, ;the unicameral
article will aulomatieally be substiluted for the bicameral article in
the new Constitution.
,
If the prpposed Constilution fails, your vole on the other measures - the. make-up of the legislature, gambling, and the death
panalty - will nol count b,eeause they automatically fail ilthe pro.
posed constitution is rejecled, Second, your vote on',Ihese three
questions ''Yill", 'not count' unle:ss each is decided by a'majority of
those voting in the election: If you fail to -vote on any item., you will
aid in its defeat·
If Ihe proposed Conslilution carries and the issue ilf gambling is
not dedded because neilher those for nor Ihose. opposed'get a majority of those voting in the election, then the same restrictions
against gambling in Section 9, Article III of Ihe proposedGonstilution will be retained. Similarly, if the issue of capital pUnishment is,
not decided becaUse neither those for nor those against get-a majori':
ty of those voting in the election, then the situation will be as it is
now; the new Constitution would leave the future oJ the death penalty in
hands- of the legislature where it presently lies.

